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PRICE 4 CENTS

W h a t is y o u r
p r e f e r e n c e in a r e 
s ' * p e a lin g s h o tg u n —H an d o p e r a t e d o r a u t o lo a d i n g ?
Hand-operated, you know tne RemingU M C Pump Gun. Everybody knows it.
If autoloading, then get youi dealer to show you
the Remington-UMC Autoloading Shotgun — an arm
that is performing in a way to sh ow sportsmen that here
at last is an autoloading shotgun that works.

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

R em ington-UM C Repeating and Autoloading Shotguns
are sold by dealers everywhere. Find the one who shows
the “ReJ Ball Mark o f 'tlcmmgion-UMC— lhe sign of Sports
men s Headquarters. H e's the man.

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BO ATIN G, BATHING, A U TO IN G

T i keep your gun cleaned and lubricated right, use Rem
Oil, the new powder solvent, rust preventative, and gun
lubricant.
R E M IN G T O N
299 Broadway
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A R M S -U N IO N

M E T A L L IC

Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

C A R T R ID G E C O .

New York

G R A N T ’S C A M P S .
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine.
Grant’ s Camps are located at and near the best fishing grounds. We
shall keep open during the hunting season. WTite us for reservations.
ED GRANT & SON CO.

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL CO., Rangeley, Maine
|
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GARDNER, MASS.
APPALACHIAN
(Special to Maine Woods.)
PARTY IN CAMP
CLUB COMIMG
Haines Landing, Sept. 14.—The
MASTER W IN T H R O P BURNS

brightness of this autumn day is
darkened by the sorrow that
has
come to Mrs. F. B. Burns of MooseB A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S Bald M2S“ ‘aln | lookmeguntic House, for last evening
the Angel of Death took her sweet
B Ud Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookme- f:j darling baby boy Winthrop, two and
guntic Lak». Near the best fishing grounds. First class steamboat connections Auto £
road to camps—Telephone connections—Two mails daily—W rite for free circular.
j£ a half years old, who was taken ill,
AMOS ELLIS. Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain, Maine
ten days ago.
Everything that love
L ;.v .v .v .v .v .v .;.v .v .;.v .v .v .v .;.v ,v .v .v .v .;.v .v .v .v .x -v .;.^ ^
and skill could do has been done to
(Special Correspondence.)
save the life of this beautiful child,
who was loved by everyone
who
Mountain View House,
Rangeley
met him.
Lake, Sept. 13.— September summer
L A K E W O O D G A £ \ P S , AAiddledam, V i aine
Tuesday morning Mrs. Burns goes days are most welcome and one for
to Boston to take the body of the gets the cold, gloomy week that has
One o f the be^t all around fishing and hunting cam ps in the R angeleys. Lake
little onei, who will be buried by the just past and thinks not of the com
Pond and Stream fishing all near the cam ps. T he five mil* river affords the best o f
side of his father, Fred Burns, who ing “ dreary autumn days.’ ’
fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room . For particulars write for free circular to
died in the spring of 1913.
Capt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
Those who love the fly fishing are
The many friends of the
heart happy and early in the morning start
broken mother extend true sympathy for the bog ,or wherever they think
in this great grief and
the the trout and salmon are rising and
Blessed Master, who said to
the number of good catches have been
B LA K ESLEE LAKE G A ttPS
little ones, “ Come Unto Me,” help, reported, but only now and then is
On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake.
bless and comfort.
a fish killed at this season.
Cue
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream Salmon up to 4
can now stand on the bridge
and
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
lock down in the stream and watch
JOSEPH H. W HITE, Proprietor,
Eustie, Maine
|
the big trout and salmon taking a

Chairman Austin And Gentlemen New Yorker Lands The Record
Talk Over Fish Matters
Trout—Other Good Ones Also
of Interest
Taken
(Special Correspondence.)

The
Barker, Moo selookmegun tic
Lake, Sept. 15.—The days are going
fast and those who linger are great
ly enjoying life these perfect aut
umn days.
Catpt. Barker’s sister, Mrs. Mary P.
Barker and her cousin, Abibie F. Car
penter of Portland, who have
been
spending the summer in Andover,
are taking trips to the different
places in the region and greatly en
joying their stay.
Geo. Davidson of Bar Harbor, ac
companied by his mother and
maid
were here this week en route for a
trip through the chain of lakes and
the White Mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Taylor of
swim, and they seem to know
they
■will not he tempted to take the hook Wellesley,, Mass., are here for the
remainder of the season.
and that the law protects them.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. McKibben
Last Monday Hon. Harry B. Austin
Chairman
of
the
Maine
Fish
and
of
Boston made a short stay hero
Hon. H. B. Austin has
recently
met this week.
copied some interesting reading from Game Commission of Maine,
this
W. I. Branigan of Passaic, N. J.,,
M ou n ta in Y ie w . M aine
the history o f Farmington,
by several of the gentlemen at
hotel, who are greatly interested in who was bere two years ago
has
Thomas
Parker,
published
in
1846.
Por further particulars write or address
the
J. S. Houghton now a resident of having the best laws to help keep returned for the remainder of
Weld is a descendant of the James the fishing in this lake. All seem to season.
L . E. B O W L E Y ,
Houghton, mentioned in the follow realize there are not as many fish or] A. H. Ford of Portland, who with
M ou n tain V ie w ,
•
*
»
M a in e .
ing article and the Holts of
the as good fishing now as a few years! Harry Roberts guide, iis here for a
present day are relatives of Abel ago, and that something more should few days’ fishing came in with a
be don,e and that soon, if the. June good string of fifth) to-night, the larg
Holt.
Mount Metalic is now known as and September fishermen are to con est a 4-pound trout.
S. Simonson of New York,
with
Tumbledown; Bear Mountain,,
as tinue to com,e to these lakes. July
tourists Chas. Record guidei, is having his us
Bald Mountain and Ben Nevis,
as and August, the summer
now crowd this region, but
they ual good luck and has caught
the
West Mountain.
come
not
to
fish
but
to
live
out
in largest fish recorded this year by
We shall also give short sketches
through
the any guest of this hotel a 7% pound
of Phillips, Kingfield, Salem, Madrid the open, to tramp
woods,
drive
over
the
hills,
play
salmon that was game; he has also
This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a and Carthage.
tennis and golf, spend tl'.eir timJe on caught one 5 pounds and a 3-pound
Weld,
formerly
known
as
No.
5,
or
high tableland in
Webb’s-Pond Plantation, is a large| the hotel piazza, but are not often trout, and one of 3y2 pounds, and he
iuteods to land that 10 pounder yet.
N O R T H -W E S T E R N M A IN E
town, containing about 48 square fishermen.
It is doubted if eight more content-; E. A. Guiuzburg of New York is
with an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately miles,, and is about ten miles from
2,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring |tl;e Court-House in Farmington. It ed or happier gentlemen are now now fishing with Ernest Godwin,
water, snvigorating air; with the best of accommodations at moderate prices, was settled about 1800. Nath’l. Kit- enjoying life in the Rangeleys than guide, and trolling to-day caught 9
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
the following party from
Gardner, pounds, the largest a 3-pound trout.
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts for those tredge, Caleb Holt, James Houghton, Mass.: Messrs. C. H. Hartshorn, G.j
Mr. Guinzburg has quite a fish story
Abel
Holt,
and
Joseph
and
Abel
Rus
preferring this class of amusement.
S. Lc tell.
One day this week, while
sell were among the first settlers. A. Keyworth D. R. Collins, E.
fighter,
There is a considerable village
on Dow, A. P. Derby, E. F. Brainard fishing he hooked a good
and
F.
L.
Butler.
They
have
the
but
lost
bis
leader.
The
next
day,
the
pastern
side
of
Webb’s-Pond
on
Iss'ties a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be furn
ished upon application to
the Coos-Road, known as
Holt’s- two camps next the hotel and willi while fishing in nearly tine same
be “ at home” there, for the .next spot a fish struck which was game.
F. N. BEAL,
General Passenger Agent,
Phillips, Maine. Village, where there are two or three
Judge of hits surprise when be reeled
traders, a good grist-mill, a black two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Porter in to find he had a 2y2 pound sal
ma
Read the advertisements tin Maine smith’s shop, tannery, carding
chine, and several good
dwelling of Brunswick were here this week on mon, that had the hook and leader
Timely Tips.
Woods.
houses.
About
two
miles,
above,
on their way to Camp Marion, their at-] he lost the day before.
A good authority says that boxing
Dr. F. L. Pleadwell of U. S. N.,
the same road, there is another vil tractive camp on Dodge Pond.
ind fencing are not good exercise for
Rev. Fr. T. j . McLaughlin of Sit.! Washington, D. C, who lias
been
lage, containing a town-liousei, starch
tiard brain workers; they should se
lect long walks, swimming or some
factory, saw-mill, store and
black Joseph’s church,, Farmington* who1here with liis wife and daughter re
has charge of this mission, was here turned home this week.
thing of a similar nature where, after
smith’s shop.
moths wanted for c-llaBM. Hitfheat priro" paid Outdoor
the movements are once learned, the and
Bommer work. Get c o m p le te book of inetruetloos an details.
JAMB.S SINCLAIR. EototnoloirlBt. Dept. 9.
(Continued on page four.)
(Continued on page five.)
(Continued on page five)
direction is governed by the spinal
nervous system.

SOME ANCIENT
HISTORY OF WELD

Mountain View House |

RANGELEY LAKES AND
DEAD RIVER REGION

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD

BUTTERFLIES
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RESULTS COME
BY CO-OPERATION
Large Industry Landed By Action
of Maine Develop Movement
A very large industry, employing
several hundred skilled
men and
women has recently been induced to
locate in a Maine city.
Tlhiis
in
dustry is headed by progressive bus
iness men who visited every avail
able factory in Maine before decid
ing which city to take for the home
of its business.
Incidentally
it
should be said that practically every
empty factory in New England, was
inspected.
While the members of the
firm
were on their tour of investigation,
a business man brought the factory
finally accepted to their
attention.
At the same t'ime representatives of
the Develop Maine Movement were
at work on the proposition.
The
industry was finally "landed” throug
the public spirited action of officers
of the Movement, working in
con
junction with local hoards of trade,
business and professional men.
The most pleasing thing in con
nection with the whole matter
is
the fact that no one man or set of
men has shown any dis,position
to
"hog” the credit for getting this big
industry to come to Maine.
The
very gratifying results came through
splendid co-operation on the part of
everyone, and all say so freely. The
awakening of the community booster
spirit got results in this case, as it
always does.
The Develop Maine 'Movement is
founded on this booster spirit and
co-operation.
Without it the Move
ment will fail.
With it there
is
nothing that cannot be accomplished
for the good of the State. Funds are
now needed to carry on the
work.
The Movement is financed entirely
by the membership fee of $1
for
each member.
If you are not a
member and desire to take part in
this great work send the fee of $1,
together with your name,
address
and business to W. E. La wry, Treas.,
Box 374, Augusta, Maine.

Remarkable Telescope.

A Scotsman was one day observing
to a friend that he had an excellent
telescope. “Do you see yon kirk?"
said he. “ Although it’s scarcely dis
cernible with the naked eye, when I
look at i+ through my telescope it
brings it so close I can hear the or
gan playing."

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A IN E, S E P T E M B E R 17, 1914.

W A LD IE SAYS RATS A ND CATS
ARE
D R IVIN G
MOCKING
BIRDS O U T OF P LA N T
F IE L D FAST.

MRS. BRACKETT
IN ENGLAND

Park Superintendent Waldie is not
fond of cats, tom, maltesqi, tabby,
wild or any other variety.
"Why, I ishould be willing to bet
there are 50 per cenit, less mocking
birds in Plant park mow than there
were four years ago and it is all due
to those infernal cats,” said ihe.
"The theory that cats will kill rats
is incorrect, too," he explained. "If
they would the rats would be less
numerous in the park than they are.
As it is, there are hundreds of rats
iu the park and between them and
the cats they are rapidly doing away
with the song birds.
It would pay
the city to begin a systematic cam
paign against them both.”
Mr. Waldie explains that the rats
live in the palmetto trees finding it
possible to make houses in the upper
branches just as the English sparrow
occasionally does and making their
living off the young of birds, eggs,
berries, etc.
bird
"A rat will rout a mocking
out of its nest at night and about
four times cut of five the birds fly
chattering to the ground. Watch the
cats. You will see them come sneak
ing up from all directions and often
they get the dazed bird before it can
get away.”
Mir. Waldie says it has been his
experience that cats rarely kill rats
though they will catch mice once in
a while.
"I have never been really able to
figure out what a cat was for unless
people kept them to rear fleas,” said
he.
iHe suggests that a trained ferret
be put to work about the hotel and
casino and in the grounds together
with a good .rat terrier or two. He
believes they would clean out the
rats quickly for when the animals
are persecuted they desert a place.—
Tampa Daily Times, Tampa, Fla.

The following interesting letter is
from Mrs. N. C. Brackett of Harp
er’s Ferry, W. Va., who with friends
was on her way to Germany
when
the war broke out.
This is the
second of the letters which
have
been published:
S. S. Kronprintzessen Cecilie,
Falmouth., Cornwall, Eng.,
Sat. Aug. 8, 1914.
My Dear Children:
I begin where I left off.
They
are now taking the passengers from
the other Hamburg-American because
they are out of provisions. The Eng
lish officer told us yesterday there
was no danger of our being out of
provisions because our cargo was
made up largely of them. They
promise to take us, the
American
citizens, off this 'p. m., or to-morrow
morning.
A representative of
an
American Relief Association is to
come this p. m., to change our funds
into English currency as far as he
can and we wish.
They take nickles and ten cent pieces for
our
lettrse but the report comes every
little while that nothing will pass on
shore.
I haven’t a bit of
doubt
that they are doing all they
can
for us and we are comfortable
as
possible.
W e’ve nothing to com
plain of.
Restraint of any sort is
hard for an American.

Bank House Hotel,
Falmoutlr, Cornwall, Eng.,
Sunday, Aug. 9.
We were taken off yesterday p.
m., but there was no one at hand
to help us to money.
Emily and
Clare Wheeler went to see
what
could be done and though it
was
after bank hours a banker took pity
on them and cashed a $10 Cook check
which makes us all right till
to
morrow morning.
Miss Whittemore
the fourth of our party, and I staid
by the baggage.
W e got our trunks
NEW M A IN E REGISTER
stored so we can send for
them
when we want them to go home.
The new Maine Register for the
Emily and Clare came back with
coming year has just been received
money and a taxi which brought us
at our office.
This book, starting
here with our hand-baggage.
It
as a small manual of 370 pages in
lisn’t going to be as easy for us to
1870, has grown in size and
merit
go around because the men are all in
with each succeeding year, until the
uniform going to war. Capt. Reed,
present edition gives a book of 1070
the first British officer in command
pages, every page filled with infor
mation concerning the State
of of the guard on our boat, seemed to
leave his carriage and come to speak
Maine.
Mr. Grenville M. Donliam
to us on the walk as we were going
of Portland has completed the book
The English
annually for over forty years and the to church this a. m.
church
service
seemed
quite differ
edition of to-day shows the result
of his careful work in every
page. ent from the American, so much in
And then the prayers for
It is a book which no man
doing tonation.
business in Maine can afford to be the King, etc. They began the ser
vice with the national hymn. It is
without.
a very interesting old church as is
the whole town.
We shan’t be able
to go to Pendennis Castle, one
of
the first things we saw from
the
boat when we found ourselves last
Tuesday morning in the harbor. The
whole hill around the Castle is now
covered with tents of the soldiers.
A great many marched through
here this morning on their way to
Belgium. They speak of it as help to
a small weak nation.
We are very
comfortable housed Jn two
rooms,
two single beds in each- room—-eight
shillings per day.
Our
windows
look out on the harbor. We have
all our meals here, good ones. Our
beds are all1 that can be asked for
with heavy sheets and pillow
slips
on th-e order of drilling.
W e may
stay a few days while things are
i settling a little and explore
the
country around.

Join the Band
of

Pleasure

Seekers

who

write us for accurate infor-

mation about Camps, Hotels
and

recreation

Maine.

resorts

of

It costs you nothing.

Write to-day
WEBBER’S S ”
A L A SK A JACKET

Maine Information Bureau
Phillips

Maine

Absolutely necessary on a hunting trip
if health is valued. Can be aojusled to
suit temperature. Dead Grass or Oxford
Grey best colors. Scarlet for deer h u n tin g.
S -Id in sporting g oods and clothing stores
generally. Ask to see it. If nesessary sena
us the price, $5. and your chest m easure
ment and we will send you a jacket, all
charges prepaid. Return it at our expense
and get your m oney hack if you wish. Our
booklet, "The Need, The Make, T he P rice."
tells all about it. A postcard will get it.
Address

Geo.

F. Webber,

m anufacturer

414-416-418 Gratiot Ave.,
Detroit, Mich.

Monday, Aug. 10.
I had this all ready to mail but
didn’t accomplish it.
I want to tell
you about flowers here, or I should
say vegetation.
W e were told that
tropical plants lived here and in a
long walk yesterday we saw a good
many plana trees, large ones. The
most noticeable of all to us is the
fuchsia.
The house next us has one
grown up the wall as far as th'e
second story, I’m sure just full of
red blossoms; it is lovely.
Roses
are in blossom and clematis
with
many things we don’t know.
It is
all very interesting.

of the circular side there is room
for autos to turn. This circular side
is where the block of buildings is o f
which our hotel is one.
The other
two sides are streets at right ang
les about two blocks making a love
ly Dawn between us and streets.
Don't know whether this description
}s Intelligible.
Had begun, it on a
card instead of this letter and I
thought there is so much that is in
teresting here that we’d be glad to
stay longer than we can.
Mrs. Rogers’ 7 Bystock Terrace,
Exeter, Devonshire, Eng.,
Aug. 17, 1914.
Attended a service at the Cathed
ral yesterday a. m.
It’s beginning
Plymouth, Devonshire, Eng.,
Westminster Hotel,
was at 9.32 a. m.
We want to go
again this morning but may be ob
Aug. 12, 1914.
We left Falniou-th reluctantly yes liged to move on instead. A cabterday came here to see about, learn ride yesterday showed some of th-e
about the sailing of the Philadelphia old wall of th'e town, the old castle,
on which our passage is engaged for the place from which the City gates
than.
a.
Sept. 5.
It leaves very little time Were removed not more
and if I find myself comfortably sit generation ago; a place where 715
uated think I shall stay longer, We j stone and brick steps lead from the
in street, on a level with the river Exe
had a most charming ride, fell
with an elderly man who seemed to ’ to one of the high streets, a clock
have made the journey
frequently where two soldiers and an
officer
and enjoyed pointing out everything stand to strike the hours and quartof interest on the way.
We passed er-hours. besides the wonderful cathlarge estates, beautiful buildings and edral, the bishop’s palace, etc., etc.
one large fine ruin.
We
noticed Buildings and buildings of which the
extensive white mounds wihieh
he! brick and stone show' the wear o f
explained were the refuse from a kao|ages.
The oldest is the Tudor
lin quarry from which the clay is House, now used for tenements apsent all over the world.
Every bit parently o f the
poorest sort. Inthis
is tested and if it doesn’t bear the newer part as
at Plymouth th-e
heat take the (lustre,. I don’t
know chimneys are constructed to answer
just what, he didn’t say, it is added for two houses each.
They are of
to these already extensive
mounds. , brick reaching nearly across
the
This is a very interesting
place, houses with pipes, a row for
each
There is said -to be a monument to hcuse extending a foot or more above
the Pilgrim fathers who sailed from the brick.
W e’ve hardly seen even
here.
Don’t know whether wre’ll see a very small w'ood-en house since we
it, expect to go to-day to
Exeter. Icame ashore.
They are either brick
It. has been given up entirely to pur- or stone in different shapes
someposes of the navy, wonderfully forti-i times size and shape of brick. There
fiied, etc.
It has the largest, most are not so many soldiers in evidence
powerful derrick in the world our here but a train load is said to have
fellow'-traveler told
us yesterday, gone from here yesterday.
We
went
last
night to
see;
Exeter, Devonshire, Eng.,
the
Hoe, a wonderful
promen-' We find lovely gardens every where
ade
overlooking
the
harbor which make Miss Emily especially
where they ordinarily have music at happy.
W e came here yesterday p.
night.
None last night, don’t know m., and are so pleasantly situated we
We
have
whether on account of the war or shall stay two days.
Two
not.
All th-e excursions offered by rooms in adjoining houses.
railroad and by boat routes are rooms (E. and I.) a sleeping room
meals
cancelled. We saw yesterday a lot and sitting room where our
The girls are in next
of Scotch soldiers on the street. are served.
In front east we look out on
They wore kilts with.
khaki over house.
them.
Their distinguishing marks a park with large trees, in rear on a
were their little caps with a bund collection of gardens, hot-houses and
Plymouth was interesting but
of plaid around them the same color all.
as their stockings, light red or pink w- were rather expensively located
and white plaid.
They may
be and it seemed hopeless to try to do
There is little time now before
something else.
This is entirely all.
different from Falmouth.
Its popu Sept. 5.
Love to all,
lation is 120,000.
We are going to
Mother..
have an early breakfast this morn
ing, 8.30.
It isn’t so bad with din
ner between 8.00 and 9.00,
last
night as it would be if we had eaten
Made It More Valuable.
at 5.00.
Our last course last night,
At a whist party an unmarried lady
two kinds of cheese and
crackers won a consolation prize which proved
were served, pasised in a dish that to be a small dressed doll in male at
suggested theshamrock, a handle and tire. Unwrapping the toy, the donor
a separate place for crackers and discovered that the head had been
.each kind of cheese.
We
had broken off. “ Never mind,” exclaimed
ham, most delicious, and fish. The! the recipient, good-naturedly, “ I will
,
„ when
^ „_
. prize
it all the more on that account,
hostess
asked, „us
we came to
*
It’s the first man that ever lost his
bed what we wanted for
breakfast.
head over me in all my life.
I saw a few trees that reminded me
of pear trees.
W e had a
trolley
ride around the town yesterday p.
MAPS OF M A IN E
m.
The fare was 2 d. each, but
we took a new road with a new fare
RESORTS A N D ROADS
so many times, don’t think it was
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
cheaper than at home.
We
were
on top of cars like the houses on for maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
Fifth Ave.
ing maps:
10 a. m.— The Highllanders have; Franklin County
$ .50
just marched by with their band of Somerset County
.50
.50
bag pipes, beautiful music. The red j S c S l S t a S n i i t y
.50
of their stockings was brighter than Aroostook County
.50
those we saw yesterday.
The kilts Washington County
.50
Outing
map
of
Maine,
20x35
in
1.00
of the officers looked satin—one of
.35
them changeable in color.
I find Geological map of Maine
R. R. map of Maine
.35
I was mistaken.
There is an auto Androscoggin County
.35
road before this block but thie only Cumberland County
.35
entrance is at the angle where the Hancock County
.50
.35
straight sides meet.
It runs from i ^ enn^^€C ^ounty
„
,_
,
, I Knox County
.35
he cornei to the middle of the cir- Lincoln and Sagadahoc- Counties
.35
cular side.
There and at the ends Penobscot County
.50
Waldo County
.3b
York County
.35

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

J. W B R A C K E T T CO.,
Phillips
Maine.

TAXIDERMISTS
0 . tv. P lt ’K K I.,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing Tackle.
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs
RANGELEY,
.
.
.
M A IN S

Ed Grant, Beaver Pond Camps
New reading matter, interesting.
The first edition was exhausted much sooner
than we expected and the papular demand was
m> (treat for a second edition that we published
wi enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
-nail (postpaid>'at the low price named.
Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips, Me.

“ Monmouth Moccasins”
They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. UETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth,

.

.

.

Maine
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states, still retains a strong love
for Franklin county.
Her husband,
now deceased, was formerly of New
Sharon.
The monument stands near the
north branch of the Dead River and
a few miles beyond Stratton village.
Visitors to the Dead River section
will be interested in visiting
this
spot.

I

collected a large quantity of stores. a young moose.
Along this part of
Gen. Montgomery was made comman their route they often speak of the
der.
He was to take the
Lake great size of the trees and the dif
Champlain route. Arnold was chosen ferent kinds of timiber. They found
commander of that part of the ex the carry around Caratunk Falls at
pedition that decided to go via the Solon very hard,, being up hill. On
Kennebec, Dead River and Clandiere. Oct. 9th, Col. Thayer’s men carried
Mayor Colburn, who lived in what their boats and food over from the
is now known as East Pittston was river to the first of the
Carry
summoned to Boston for a confer ponds.
He tells of taking
their
ence with General Washington. He pork from the barrels and stringing
Address by Mrc William C. Rob took with him Indians, who knew of on poles for convenience of carry
trails through the northern part of ing, he tells of the pond brim full
inson, State Regent D. A. R.
the state.
They had hunted in the of trout of which they caught great
There’s no question as to which you would choose to
A few months ago I
received a big woods through to the Canadian quantities.
He judged it to be 80
eat. And there’s just as much difference between fresh
They promised to go with miles, most of the way a fine deep
letter from Minneapolis
inquiring forests.
tobacco in the Sickle Plug and dried-up particles o f sliced
Major Colburn river; some few falLs and short car
what the Daughters of the Ameri the army as guides.
or granulated tobacco.
can Revolution had done in Maine agreed to build at his ship yard in rying places.
toward erecting Memorials and thi* Pittston, then known as GardinersThe carry from the Dead river to
All the natural tobacco flavor and moisture are pressed
lady wrote us:
“ I know
that town, 200 bateaux for the use of the Cbandier about four miles and
into the Sickle Plug, and kept in by the natural leaf Maine is not as rich in
historic the army.
plenty of game.
This day
they
wrapper. You whittle a pipeftil off the plug as you use it ground as are some of the other It was expected that the march built a log house for the sick, eight
they
— that is w hy you always get it fresh— always get a New England states), but you must could be made in 20 days, but 40 or ten in number. These),
weary days was the time instead of left, also a party on the east side
have
much
of
interest.”
slow-burning, sweet, cool, satisfying smoke.
Perhaps she is right.
We may 20.
of first portage to build a log house
On Friday Sept. 15, Col. Arnold’s for men and provisions.
not be as rich in history as Massa
20 axemen
Economical, because you get more tobacco— there’s
cbusetts, or New York but we have army left Cambridge, dined at Salem and Lieut. Steel were sent ahead to
no package to pay for. And there's no waste. All good
a far richer field than those living and reached Newburyport the next clear the way and Lieut. Steel was
dealers sell Sickle—try a pipeful today.
They embarked on
Monday, t.o keep on near the inhabitants and
afar from us realize.
I think
the day.
On the return soon as possible.
women who have served on the his Sept. 18, on 11 transports.
Arnold
men speaks of the fatigue of his men.
toric spots committee ail feel that 19th the entire force of 1050
By this time the supply of food
the field is so large and the State sailed out of Newburyport and enter
Council income so
small
that ed the Kennebec river the next day. had run low; some of their bread
it is nearly impossible to accomplish Arnold reached Colburn’a ship yard and flour was wet and spoiled. So
on the afternoon of the 21s*t
and little did they know of the journey
half the work that is ours to do.
He they had undertaken that when they
When I was chairman of the com found the 200 bateaux ready.
mittee I made careful study of what ordered 20 more and they were built reached a high mountain Gen. Bige
low and a few men climbed to the
could be done to make the work in the next three days.
No less than 15 of the officers and top, expecting to see Quebtec, when
worth while.
I soon came to the
conclusion that there was no dearth men kept diaries or some account they should reach the summit. But
of opportunity; that we were limited of the trip, and from these we learn we know how they were disappoint
A heavy rain came at
this
only by the lack of funds and work of the hardships and privations of ed.
From Colburn’ s ship yard time and a freshet added to their
ers, to give our beloved
state as the trip.
They had very
little
good a record as is enjoyed by any the number of men were increased suffering.
by carpenters, guides and pirates to food and so decided to send the
202
other New England State.
Before this Col. Enos
And while I was not unmindful of the number of 50, making the whole sick back.
number 1100.
with three captains and their com
the
glories
of
Pemaquid,
Fort
EdgeWAYS OF A BAD ROAD THIEF
The trail across Maine had been panies had turned back and had
comb, Fort Weston and Fort Halifax
nor of the riches of Old York and travelled not only by the Indians but taken with them large stores of pro
Forces Farmer to Haul Small Loads,
remembered all that old Falmouth by an English engineer,, the record visions and ammunition.
Drive Slowly and Occasions
Oct. 31, Thayer wrote:—Proceed
endured, the old Burnham
Tavern, of whose journal was in the posses
Many Expensive Delays.
as well as the several places asso sion of General Washington and in ed six miles and came in sight of
Ar
The bad road thief forces you to
ciated with Gov. King’s memory and this record the route was described our boats that were wrecked.
haul small loads, drive slowly, wrench
our own Old Point, with hundreds of with quite minute details. The four nold had pushed ahead to find cattle
and twist the life out of your horse,
other places and so many spots divisions left Fort Western on Au and food which lie could send back
harness and vehicle, often breaking
where history was made in
other gust , as we knew* it on the
days to his starving men, but not until
and damaging the latter until great
years than the short period of the from Sept. 25th to the 29th' and ar Nov. 2d did Col. Thayer and his
and expensive delays are occasioned.
Revolutionary
War, remembering rived at what is now
Skowhegan men come in sight of the men com
It also steals your opportunity to dis
needed
them
all,
I
felt
then
as
I
do
to-day
from
Sept.
29th
to
Oct.
4th.
Here ing back with the much
pose of your farm when you wish to
supplies.
From
then
they
marched
that
the
event
of
first
importance
they
found
two
or
three
log
cabins
The weather was ideal Monday of
sell, for no man will pay as much for
and a rude mill in process of con until midnight or later each day and
a farm bordered by a poor road sys last week,, the day set for the pur-, was Arnold’s Expedition.
I
studied
history
in
school
so*
;estruction.
They found in the forest on the 7th of November they march
pose
of
erecting
a
memorial
in
the
tem as he will for one with a wellkept highway, and some will not buy town of Eustis to commemorate the time before I realized that Arnold great numbers o f moose but the deer ed until 2 o’clock in the morning,
a farm at all when the road system is Arnold expedition.
Through
the was anything but a despised traitor were at this time according to one when they came in sight of Quebec.
poor. The loss of time and money generosity of Mrs. Sadie
Bears and There they encamped and remained
Lambert and we are yet teaching our child writer), not often found.
men
where the above named conditions ex Prescott of Arkansas City, Kansas, ren that he sold his country to the beavers were numerous. The first until the 13th, when all the
ist makes it imperative that you open the Colonial Daughters of Farming- enemy and telling them very little settlers in Skowhegan had
come who survived had come in.
all the drain ditches along the road,
Is it to be wondered at that Col.
ton Chapter of which she is a mem of the great work he did, of the there but three years before and
and drag this silent, notorious thief
danger he faced; of the awful hard three miles down the river, Jos. Wes Arnold should have expected after
ber,
have
been
able
to
place
a
to death with the King road drag.
Genl.
ships he endured before he forgot ton and Peter Haywood had brought this march some reward?
monument.
Washington knew that Arnold could
his
honor,
his
duty
to
his
country
The
exercises
were
largely
attend
their
families.
Through Traffic Problem.
The following and to his God.
After Col. Arnold had seen all the handle small numbers of men much
There is a phase of the road ques ed and interesting.
But
remember divisions of his army started from better than large numbers.
tion which is state-wide in its applica program was given, the Camp Fire1 It is human nature to
tion. That relates to the through or Girls having an exercise, with Mrs. the ill that people do. I don’t know* Fort Western he set out himself, time after time men below him wei^j*
trunk
lines
which
accommodate H. Gilpatrick as leader. They were why, but we so often forget all the Sept. 29 in a birch canoe accompan raised to rank above him and even
through traffic. To leave the construc dressed in Indian costume and each good and decent things about a per ied by his sec. and aide,
Eleager after he had won the battle of Sartion and care of these roads in the did her part in a creditable manner: son after they commit some gLaring Oswald and probably by Indian boat agoga, Arnold lost lids arm in that
hands of local authorities must result Singing—America,
At last he
sin.
We do not forgive the seventy men.
The canoe proved leaky and battle, was this done.
in uneven and inharmonious gaps, and
was made commander at West Point,
times seven, yea we do not forgive he changed to a dugout.
Choir
and
Audience
desultory care, involving practically a
the once!
Is it not time to think j To quote from an article written but the bitterness that had grown
failure of such roads for a standard of Prayer—Chaplain Sarah C. B. Har
less
of
Arnold’s
sin and
remember, by Miss Coburn, a great granddaugli in his heart during the years of un
dy,
Farmington
their utility.
that
he
obeyed
General
Washington’s'
ter of Joseph Weston:
‘‘At noon rewarded hardships and of duty well
Historical Address— State Regent D.
A. R., Mrs. Evia Gray-Robinson,1orders and tried to take Quebec and on Sunday he reached the little set performed increased week by week
in so doing has given us the his tlement of Canaan, and dined at Jos and warped his sense of honor and
North Anson
Poem—Mrs. Charles W. Keyes, Far toric trail which we help to mark eph Weston’s, whase house was be right, so he was unable to cope with
here to-day?
mington
side the river.
Would we not like the temptation that came to him.
We can hardly wonder that it
139 years ago this fail an army of to know what kind of a
Sunday
Speech of Presentation— Mrs. George
was
so.
Let us not always
re
1100
Revolutionary
soldiers
traveled)
dinner Eunice Farnsworth Weston
A. Thomas, Farmington
TIME TABLE
member liis downfall but sometimes
Unveiling of the Monument— Misses up the Kennebec valey, on foot andj cooked and served for Benedict Ar
In Effect, June 22nd, 1914.
by bateau.
It was the Arnold Ex nold in her log cabin beside
the think of what made it possible for
Leona and Ella Taylor, Stratton
so brave a man to do that
deed,
pedition on its way to capture Que Kennebec?
Was
there
dried
moose
Speech
of
Acceptance—Rev.
Howard
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm
which
wrecked
his
life
and
made
bec.
Benedict
Arnold
-was
at
this
ington at 12.02 P. M., fo r Kingfield and Rangeley.
meat, or a fat beaver’s tail, or sal
Gilpatrick*, Stratton
A t 4.20 P. ML for Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday
des mon from the stream), or patridges him an outcast.
Exercises—Camp
Fire Girls,' time 35 years of age and is
Train leaves for Rangeley at 10.35 A. M. Passen Flag
ger trains arrive from Kingfield and Rangeley at
Stratton
|cribed by Judge Henry, who entered shot by the boys up along the trail?
7.55 A. M. and from Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55
Address by Mrs. George Thomas
P. M.
Star Spangled Banner—Camp Fire Canada with the expedition, as a Did they have hominy made of home
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9.35 A. M and leaves
of Farmington:
short,
handsome
man,
of
a
florid
raised and home ground corn,
or
Salute to the Flag—Daughters of the
at 11.00 A. M.
People of the town of Eustis and
complexion, strongly made*, brave beans baked in the ashes?
STRONG PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
What
American Revolution and others
all
others assembled here to-day:
Farmington, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M .; fo r
and
beloved
by
litis
soldiers.
He
had
ever was upon the board it must
Girls and Audience
Phillips and Rangeley, and at 12.30 P, M. and 4.50
It gives me great pleasure to be
served
under
Col.
Ethan
Allen,
and
have
tasted
good
to
the
hungry
Mrs. Ella J. Blanchard played the
P. M. for Kingfield and Bigelow. A t 7.50 A. M.
and 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran
had shown great bravery and daring. voyagers. who were not for many here on this remarkable occasion.
acc ompan im ents
geley and Phillips, at 7.25 A. M. and 1.25 P. M.,
We are standing on historic ground—
from Kingfield at 7.15 A. M. and from Bigelow
This memorial was made for Colo Continental Congress decided on an a long day to sit again at a wom
ground, made sacred by the hardships
and Kingfield at 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives
expedition
against
Canada,,
to
cap
an’s table.”
from Portland at 11.05A. M.; and leaves at 3.40 nial Chapter, D. A. R., of Farmingand sufferings and deaths of those
ture
Quebec
where
there
had
been
When they reached the present
ton by one of its members and bears
**i$btE D TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.45
who with other comrades in arms
A . M. and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M., and from this inscription:
site of Madison, thy were forced to
brought us our liberty.
Farmington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
the
To Commemorate
imiiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiimitiiiiiiimiiiiiiiimMiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiMiitiiiiiiiiiit build a mile of road through
1.40 P. M. and for Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
From early life we have heard of
woods to carry around the falls at
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAIN S leave Phill
Col. Benedict Arnold’s
the toilsome journey of Col. Benedict
ips fo r Farm ington at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M.
that place..
The early settlers call
Expedition to Quebec
For R in reloy at 12 55 P. M. and 5 13 P.M.
Arnold and bis band of noble
men,
ed it Arnold’s Lane and it has been
M IXE D TR A IN leaves fo r Farm ington at 7.30
in 1775
who passed this way to meet the
A. M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives from
known as such ever since.
Last
This Tablet is Erected by
Farmington at 2.15 P. M. R in g e le y 8.00 P. M.
British forces at Quebec, and it
Sunday train arrives from Portland at 11.25 A.
year we placed a boulder and tablet
Mrs. Sarah Lambert Prescott
M. and leaves fo r Portland at 3.20 P, M
seems a most fitting and beautiful
434
Congress
St.,
for
there.
RANGELEY PASSENGER TR AIN S leave for
| PORTLAND, M AINE 1 From Capt. Thayer’s diary, Oct. thing that the descendants of Revol
Farmington at G.35 A. M. and 11 30 A. M. and ar
Colonial Daughters Chapter
utionary sires are permitted to meet
rive at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar
Daughters of the American
1 Erected in 1911, and positively the only § 2, we learn that they saw the altar to-day here on the banks o f
rives at 100 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
this
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 10.15 A . M. and
and remains of the church at Old
Fireproof Hotel in the City
Revolution
river, up which the men of that ex
leaves at 10.45 A. M.
|
Elevator
Service,
Private
and
Pnhlic
|
Point.
They also say that there
1913.
SALEM PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for
pedition made their way with
the
| Baths and every convenience for the com- |
Farmington at 6.50 A. M. and 12.60 P. M. A r
is no settlement above these falls.
The exercises were under direc 1 fort o f quests including
rives from Farmington at 6.23 P. M.. from Strong
greatest difficulty but
undismayed,
They were delayed at this point by
tion of Mrs. George A. Thomas of
at 8.15 A. M.
and here and now we dedicate a
I HOT AND COLD RUNNING [
MIXED TRAIN leaves fo r Strong at 1JL5 P. M.
repairs on their bateauxs which from
Farmington, past regent of Colonial
and arrives at 3.45 P. M.
monument to their memory.
And if
1 WATER AND LOCAL AND |
all the accounts left us, were
not
the
KINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for Daughters chapter, to whom
we cannot include among those we
1 LONG
DISTANCE TELE- j
well
built
and
many
proved
useless
plan
Farmington at 6.30 A. M. and 12.30 P. M. arrives credit of many details of the
greatly honor, the leader of that ex
1 PHONE IN EVERY ROOM |
from Farmington at 5.42 P: M. and from Strong
after a short time.
Without doubt
at 8.35 A. M. Leaves for Bigelow at 8.40 A . M. and its accomplishment is due.
pedition, we can for to-day, at least,
1 SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED | if the boats had been what
and 5.45 P. M. Arrives from Bigelow at 11.35 A.
they
It was a source of great satisfac 1 FEATURING POPULAR PRICE MENUS |
think of him as a courageous, inspir
M. and 7.30 P. M.
hardships
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for tion to all that Mrs. Prescott, the | American Plan S2.50 per day, upward | should have been, many
ing officer and a sincere
patriot.
would
have
been
saved
them.
At
could be | European Plan S I.00 per day, upward |
Farmington at 11.20 A. M., for Kingfield at 6.40 .donor of the monument,
Such, we believe, he was when
he
P. M. Arrives from Strong at 10-00 A, M.; from
present at its dedication.
She is a 1 Letters of inquiry reeardinf? rate* etc., promptly answered. = the junction of the seven-mile brook led his men through the wilds
Farmington at 6.35 P. M.
of
1
H.
E.
THURSTON,
R.
F.
HIMMELEIN,
|
M IXED TRAIN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 native of Phillips and though
or
as
we
know
it
the
Carrabasset
for
Proprietors.
5
(Continued
on
page
six).
A . M.
many years a resident of
other Hiiiimiiiimiiiiiiitiiiiimiimmiminuiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii river, with the Kennebec they shot
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

Fresh Com On the Cob
—or Dry Kernels?

3 O u n ces

10c

S lic e it a s
you u se
it

ARNOLD MARKER
PLACED AT EUSTIS
Colonial Daughters Chapter Of
Farmington The Donor Through
Generosity of Mrs. Prescott

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

! Catering to “ Up Stale” Folks 1

chase house :
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I
Mrs. Schickel of New York on
and roadside for Nature i)s
now
A PP A LA C H IA N CLUB COMING
C. C. Murphy and J. Sherman Hoar
busy painting bright colors every Monday afternoon delightfully enter
were at Mt. Saddleback
Tuesday,
where and the dreary autumn is tained a party of about 20 ladies,
making pictures of the Fire Outlook
ISSUED WEEKLY
by a sail around Rangeley Lake in
soon to be with us.
Station recently completed.
(Continued from page one.)
one of Capt. Haley’s launches, and
The
golf
links
are
nearly
desert
A party of relatives and friends
ed and the many beautiful
silver after their return served tea in tine
tendered L. J. Kempton a surprise
Phillips, Maine
big parlor.
cups
that
were
so
much
admired
party Monday evening, the occasion
It is pleasant to see the flag fly
Dr. and Mrs. H. F. Hamilton of here in the office, have been
won
being
his
birthday.
Those
present
L. B. BRACKETT,
Boston
are
here
for
a
short
stay
in
ing
from the Gilman cottage.
and
taken
to
the
city
homes
as
a
Business Manager were Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Kempton,
reminder of happy days at RangeMrs. A. B. Gilman and
daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kempton, Miss camp.
Tilie Appalachian Club are coming ley.
Miss Gladys of Haverhill, Mass., are
Irene, Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Kempton,
OUTING EDITION
Automobile parties are daily com giving a most delightful house party
Carl Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Saturday to the Bircdios and for the
pages • ........................................... $1.00 per year
coming week they will have a great ing from ail directions
and from for ten days.
MeCard,,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
A.
M.
Ross,
LOCAL EDITION
outing, as they plan to climb the dif different states and if this weather
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
A.
Childs,
Mr.
Thomas
Mitchell
of
Haverhill,
IB and 16 p a g e s .................................$1.60 per year
Mr. and ferent mountains and visit all tine continues the travel will continue Mass., in his touring car
Canadian, Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub and Mrs. C. C. Murphy,
brought
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription Mrs. Geo. Russell, Miss Susie
Wil places of interest around here and until much later than usual.
with him Jack Gilman, their friends
6 cents extra.
Many have, during the past week Parker R. Browne, one of the aiderbur, Axel D. Tibbetts.
Ice cream if this fine weather continues they
returned to their liomes, but there men of Maiden, Mass.;
and
cake
were
served,
a
very will surely have a good time.
Paul
S.
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
are still 100 guests being entertain Cummings of Fitchburg, Mass., who
<909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under handsome birthday cake being promed at tints hotel.
eral useful gifts, among them a therthe A ct o f March 3. 1879,
as an architect has made plans for
Mrs. L. Benziger and daughter of many attractive bungalows, and it is
inent.
Mr. Kempton received sevNew York., who have
been here hoped will build on the shore
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire mos bottle, fountain pen and a fine
of
o f Maine as to Hunting, Trapping, Camp sweater.
since early in the season, accom Rangeley Lake. When they reached
“ Lyman wishes birthdays
us? and Outing news, and the Franklin county
panied by Miss Schickel,
started Brunswick they stopped for their big
came oftener.”
eally.
homeward
on
Thursday
morning,
Cbas.
Steele
was
in
town
Tuesday
friend Nathaniel M. Whitmore, and
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
going by automobile via Dixville such a good time as the party are
ir. the interests of the Portland Mil
and game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address o your paper linery Company.
Notch and Mt. Washington.
Mrs. having, including “ Don the dog.”
©hanged. please give the old as well as new
Benziger and party have added much Miss Rachel Marble gave a dinner
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Furbish left
address.
to the happiness of others during here at tlie hotel for the party on
Sunday by auto for a trip to Port
thetir stay and all will be glad to Tuesday evening and the days are
land.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1914
learn they have engaged rooms not half long enough for the many
Ira D. Hoar was in
Farmington
for another summer.
Tuesday on business.
pleasures this happy company in
Miss Prudence Richardson is work
Mrs. A. J. Daviis and son G. K. tend to enjoy.
ing in the office at the big store
Davis of Bar Harbor, after a week’s
(Special to Maine Woods.)
Last evening some fifty of
the
for the month of September.
stay, left here Monday for the trip)
guests gathered in the parlor where
Mountain
View,
Sept.
16.—The
bird
Schools began Monday with a good
through the chain of lakes and White)
they greatly appreciated the singing
Two Mountains.
attendance in each room. The ninth season surely promises well.
by Raymond Adams of Orange, N.
gentlemen
of
the
F.
L.
Butler
party
grade has been transferred to
the
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Crehore
and
J.
Mr. Adams has a very fine bar
High School room. The new cement! from Gardner, Mass., went out yes daughter, Miss Sybil of
Newton,!
itone voice and in a most
pleasing
terday
with
their
shotguns,
but
they
walk and crossing are a great im-j
Mass.., arrived Sunday for
their
manner sang a number of songs,
provement in the appearance of thej only saw two partridges and both of annual September stay.
including “ In a Garden/’ “A
Red,
building and are much appreciated by them are now hanging in the ice
Sam F. Wellman of
Cleveland,
Red, Rose,’’ “ Banjo Song” by Sid
house.
all.
Ohio after an absence of
several
“ by
A gentleman returned from Ken seasons is again taking a trip ney Homer, “ Mammy's Song,
Master Billy Pye received a severe
Harriet Ware, and was loudly
ap
ducking recently,
which, but for nebago this morning and said Perci- through the lakes and greeting old)
plauded.
Miss
Anna
Schafer
of
(Special Correspondence)
timely help might have proved more val Gilbert of Boston who was there friends.
Mr. Wellman
has
for
New York, who
accompanied Mr.
serious.
While crossing the foot shot five partridges, all the law al years owned one of tlie roost
de-l
Rangely, Spt. 17.—Mr. and Mrs.
Adams is a fine pianist and also
bridge in his cart, which was being1lows, yesterday, the first day of open) sirable lots of land on the shore of;
Thursday from Limestone where they
played with her left hand,
“ Vase
season.
That
Walter
F.
Wyeth
of
drawn by an older child the wheel |
Rangeley Lake and it is hoped he;
Lero Tootliaker
returned home
Adele,’’
by
Geta
Zlchy.
passed too near the edge and he Newton Center, Mass., also came in will decide to build a cottage there.)
have been spending the
vacation
No hotel in New England has en
was tipped out.
Mrs. Pye being with five partridges and Hal Grant1 C. F. Hutchins of Boston
came
season, visiting relatives and friends.
tertained a more delightful and tal
near jumped in and caught him by with all the law allows.
on
Monday
and
the
following
day
Miss Mable Pease has accepted a
ented party of young people than
his dress and was later assisted by; Three men and 15 birds in one day was joined by Mrs. Hutchins
and
position in the third grade at Marble
have this summer been guests at the
friends, who quickly came to
the is surely good hunting at Kenne David Hutchins and Miss Balderston
head.
Miss Hannah Pease enters
Rangeley Lake House, and
may
rescue.
So far as can be learned bago.
who came by automobile, aud
as
Simmons College to take a course in
there be a happy reunion of the
no
serious
results
followed
the
un
usual
Mr.
Hutchins
will
enjoy
the
domestic science.
company in 1915.
September bird shooting.
Mrs. Elvira Ross, who has
been timely dip.
Among the New Yorkers,
who
O. R. Rowe has been on the sick
Mrs.
S.
E.
Buchanan
and
daugh
the guest of her daughters, returned
have
this
week
returned
home
and
T
H
E
W
H
IT
E
P
IN
E
list the past week.
ter of New York and Mrs. Osgood of
to Farmington Friday.
plan to come another season are Dr.
Hal Tibbetts continues to improve
Cambridge, Mass., who are touring
Misses Miriam and Lucille Hunand Mrs. J. E. McMichael,
Mrs.
in their auto, reached
here
last
tcon returned Saturday from Chest- after his recent accident, being able
Hart and daughter, Miss
Virginia,
to
sit
up
some.
The following interesting article is evening.
erville, where they have been visit
Joseph and Willard Wadsworth and
The many friends o f Mrs. F. B. by Agnes L. Scott, 298 Broadway,
Kenneth and Luther Wood,
two
ing relatives.
the Tilney party.
Burns
sympathize
with
her
deeply
in
Winter Hill, Mass.
Miss Scott is very popular young gentlemen, who
Miss Emma Russell left the latter;
Coming by automobile from Cam
summer,
part of the week to engage in her1the death of her little son Wintlirop; very much interested in this subject have been here for the
den,
Miss Francis R. Porter, Howard
Blair
Burns.
The
little
fellow
was,
and is giving considerable time to returned to their studies Thursday
school duties at Phillips.
L. Derry, Harry P. Buchanan and
only
ill
a
short
time,
the
end
coming;
it.
W
e
understand
she
is
a
sum
and
no
doubt
will
stand
high
in)
Mrs. Delbert Tibbetts of Brewer is*
Unusually bright and mer visitor to Maine:
their class and keep up their skill Miss Elizabeth Henke of Mansfield,
the guest of her sister, Mrs. W. M. Sunday night.
attractive
he
was
a
great
favorite)
with base ball and golf and everyone Mass., have been enjoying a week’s
The
demands
made
upon
the
White
Nelson for several weeks.
with
all
who
knew
him.
His
agej
Pine, which is one of the most wide will have a glad welcome for them, stay at this hotel.
Mrs. Dan Hamden and children of
Messrs. Lyman Nelson. P. J. Derwas
about
2y2
years.
The
remains)
ly used of all materials and
which another season.
Phillips spent the week end with
ring
of Portland, Wm. M. Ayres of
were
carried
to
Boston
Tuesday
forj
man cannot do without, are number
Cbas. R. Adams of
Philadelphia,
relatives.
Oakland and Paul Sargent of Augus
interment in the family lot.
The! less.
who
with
Mrs.
Adams
came
tlie
day
Mrs. Charles Cushman and child ;
flowers were many and
beautiful.i It is not the question of saving tlie the hotel opened goes fishing now ta, who are for the interests of the
rAi have returned from Kennebago !
H. L. Welch accompanied Mrs. Bums Ipine trees, for every tree must
In and then and Jim Ross* his guide, new state road were here fer the
after spending the summer.
A great
interest is
evitably die, but of saving the pine says he is a good fisherman.
On week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Mial Lamb
have tc Boston.
taken by thousands of tourists, who
Frank Fortier, who has been em forests by conservative cutting of the Friday while casting the fly
off
moved their household goods
to
ployed at Riddle's Pharmacy
the; trees.
To preserve the forest the Salmon Point Mr. Adams., who was live in other states in the building of
Dryden, where they will make their
past
season
has
concluded
his
duties'
timber
crop
must be
gathered in using his light rod and a No.
8 this road which, when completed will
future home, having
purchased a
there, leaving Tuesday for Portland. such a way as to make sure of other fly struck a gamy salmon that gave; do much to increase the travel in
home recently.
Mrs. Ann Tootliaker has so far crops hereafter.
Practical forestry him good sport before lie was Maine.
Mrs. Granville Twombly and daugli
recovered from her long illness as to is making the forest render its best brought to the net, a handsome 6Mr. and Mrs. John
Fennelly of
ter Dorothy are enjoying a visit at
be able to enjoy a short automobile) service to men in such a way as to pounder, and there are others just Kansas City, Mo., arrived last Satur
Mrs. Twombily’s former home, Cam
ride.
increase rather than diminish
it’s as big waiting for some one to tempt day for their first visit to the Ranbridge, Me.
Mrs. Emery Haley has charge of usefulness in the future.
geleys and are so much pleased with
with the fly.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Butler and
the
‘
s
tore
for
Mrs.
E.
P.
MeCard
dur-[
The
best
way
to
strengthen
the
in
Master Glenn of Farmington were in 1
The partridge
season
opened this hotel they have taken rooms for
town the latter part of the
week. ing the latter's absence in Boston1terest in forestry in every state is Tuesday morning and at
breakfast the remainder of the season.
to introduce the element of forestry time W. G. Estes, tlie popular man, Miss L. V. Griffeth and Miss J. K.
Mr. and Mrs. Butler returned Satur-j and vicinity.
day, Glenn remaining until Tuesday.; Mrs. James Wentbworth and son in every town school. Though this in charge of the dining room came Herd, of Philadelphia, who are tour
ing Newr England are here
for a
Miss Lottie Fuller of New Haven, of Portland are guests of Mrs. Went means an educative process, which in with one bird.
week’s stay.
and
Conn., is the guest of her
sister, worth’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. will come slowly, every boy
Word has beet received from Wm.
Snowman.
Miss Eleanor Crehore of Coliasset,
girl should be made to realize that
Mrs. Almon Wilbur.
Mason’s camp, that he shot
the
Miss
Ellen
Hewey
of
Phillips
is
Mass., has joined her uncle’s fam
the protection of the pines means a
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Rowe and H.
limit both days, which means there ily.
O. Huntoon attended chiuroh at Weld; spending the week with Mrs. George series of harvesting for humanity.
are ten less birds in the woods.
Oakes.
Mrs. J. E. Prior and Mrs. M. Evans
Each town school should
have
Sunday, Mrs. Rowe and Mr. Huntoon,
Beach Barrett and Harry Bauchle of Brooklyn, N. Y., who are on an
Miss Ruth Webster left
Monday woodland tracts for the growing of
assisting with the music.
walked
teach pines as a crop, where scholars may two New York boys have
automobile trip through Maine are
Mrs. Livingston Milbury and child for Sanford, where she will
miles,
both
yesterday
and
to-day among those who tarry here for sev
seriously work, so that the pines may
ren spent the past week with rela the coming year.
with their shotguns and have a trio eral days.
Mrs. Josephine Marshall returned be cultivated like any
agricultural1
tives at Phillips and vicinity.
of birds to their credit.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bragg of Hol
Mr. and Mrs. George Mosher spent home Saturday, after a two weeks’ crop.
C. H. Lebkedber of Newark, N. yoke, Mass., were here for the week
This will give the boys and girls a
a few days in Farmington recently, vacation spent in Rockland.
J. A. Russell and son Mason left clearer idea of what the forest in J., who with his family have
been end.
Mr. Mosher attending election.
The following party from New Bed
C. L. Stansbury is moving into the the first of the week for Hanover, N. fluence means to mankind and ex here since the first of August, came
H.
Mason goes for the purpose of tend a great service to the Govern in to-night from two days’ hunting ford, Maes., Mr. and Mrs. G. M. KingC. B. Harris house on Main street.
in the Dead River
country
and man, Allen F., and Metcalf Kingman
Miss Faye Worthley has concluded taking entrance examinations, pre ment.
brought ten birds and a fox,
Wil- came the first of the week to remain
her duties at Grant’s Canipst, for the paratory to entering Dartmouth. His
mont Patterson, guide.
until October.
season and leaves Wednesday
to many friends wish him the best of
Miss Addie Wood of Buffalo, N.
enter the Conservatory of
Music success.
Chas. G. McKendrick and Chas. W.
Miss Eula Philbrick is
attending
Y., and Miss Miriam Spears of New Wheeler ’of Winthrop are
for the cultivation of her voice.
among
York, two young ladies, who
are this week’s auto parties.
Mrs. Arthur Amburg and children Farmington Normal school.
great favorites not only here at the
have returned from a visit at Au
James W. Hart of New York and
burn.
Rangeley Lake House, but at their S. J. Meeker of Bath, left this morn
Tired Mothers. It’s hard work to
Mrs. Elmer Voter and Mrs. Frank take care of children and to cook,
own homes, are both very fond of ing for a trip through the White
Horeyseck have returned to Phillips sweep., wash, sew and mend besides.
the woods and can handle the shot Mountains.
after spending the summer at Ra.n- Tired mothers should take Hood’s
gun.
With Nate Albee, guide they
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Holden
of
geley.
Messrs. Voter and Horey Sarsaparilla—it refreshes the blood,
have tramped miles yesterday and Concord, Mas®., are
among
this
seck have rooms at Eben Hamden’s
to-day, but they did not see
but week’s comers, who will remain for
improves the appetite, assures rest
during the remainder of their sojourn
one
bird
which
Miss
Wood
dropped
the rest of the month.
ful sleep, and helps in many ways.
in town.
and who cam do better than
one
Dr. and Mrs. Clifford S.
Chapin,
Mrs. Will Tibbetts has
returned
hundred per cent?
The young lad and Mrs. M. C. Fox of Great Bar
home from Kennebago to place her
ies wore comfortable and pretty rington, Mass., who came tlie first of
sons in school.
hunting suits and go so quietly the week will tarry a few days while
TAlive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
E J. Graham spent the week end mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
tlirough the woods they have seen touring tlie state.
named
animals
at
all
times
o
f
year.
Write
or
at Rangeley.
Rangeley Lake House, Ran get ey, more deer than partridge and when
wire wkat you have to offer, stating lowest
If tills weather continues
from
A goodly number met at Furbish price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write Sept. 16.—Never did September bring they do meet a flock there will be now until October there will
be
me for prices and information before buying.
Hall Monday evening to receive re
M. F. STEVENS.
more perfect days and each morn ten less, for both are experts with many more people in this part of
Dover,
Maine
turns 'om the election.
ing brings new beauty to the forest tine shotgun.
Tel. 64.16
the state than usual.

MAINE W OODS

J. W . Brackett Co.

GET THE LIMIT
THE FIRST DAY

Kennebago Parties Getting Cood
Shooting

KEMPT0N GIVEN
A SURPRISE
Master Billy Gets Untimely Duck
ing ButjNo Serious Results
Follow

MERRY PARTY OF
YOUNG PEOPLE

Ladies Get Some Bird Shooting
Many To Remain Through
Month

FOXES WANTED

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
O m cent * word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

FOR

SALE

FOR SALE—Four cylinder Franklin.
Absolutely the best car for the mane
in the state.
Four passenger^ top,
side curtains, fully equipped
with
lights, tires in first-class
condition.
Excellent car for all around business.
Price for quick sale $125.
Enquire
of Maine Woods.
FOR SALE—Summer cottages
and
lots in Blanchard, Maine. Good fishiDg and hunting. Fine scenery. F.
G. Hayden, Brighton, Maine.
Tel
ephone connection.
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma
chine. In first class condition. In
quire at Maine Woods office.
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for
■ale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
Morrison.
M ISC ELLA NEO U S

ONE HUNDRED dollars reward for
information of the thief who broke
into Camp Whitney on
Richardson
Lake this spring.
Apply to
Mr.
William J. Downing, 47
Esmond
street, Dorchester, Mass.
SOME

A N C IE N T

H IS TO R Y

OF

W E LD .
(Continued from page one)

W ebb’s-Pond is a considerably bod
of water included in Weld. Webb’
R iv„r rises from this pend, and run
ning southerly through
Carthage,
falls into the Androscoggin at Dixfield village. The land around the
pond is level, but ranges of moun
tains hem it in and inpart a pictures
que and romantic aspect to the land
scape scene.
On the south is seen
Bear Mountain in Carthage, on the
east Mount Blue* the
summit of
iwhich is 2360 feet above
W ebb’s
Pond, and nearly 4000 feet above itlie
sea; on the north is Mount Metalic,
which takes it’s name from an In
dian who formerly inhabited it; and
on the west of Ben-Nevis. Weld, as
surveyed by Samuel Titcomb,
esq.,
well as several adjoining towns, was
surveyor to the state. It was lotted
by Phillip Bulleu iu 1797, and origin
ally purchased of the state by Jona
than Phillips of Boston,,
together
with Temple, Avon, Phillips, Madrid,
and Carthage.
Sales to Settlers
were commenced by Jacob
Abbot,
esq., of Wilton, N. H* who moved to
Andover, Mass., and irom there to
Brunswick in this Slate—wlio acted
as agent for Phillips for some years.
But in 1815 he purchased, in compan
with Benjamin Weld, of Boston,Mr
Phillip’s unsold Lands in
Maine.
Mr. Abbot proceeded to the settle
ment of this and other towns, and
procured the location of the
CossRoad, by the state from Chesteryillej,
through Wilton, Carthage and Weld,
passing the notch by Mount Metalic,
thence through Byron,
and
East
Andover, to New Hampshire.
Mr.
Abbot died at Brunswick, in
1820,
aged 74.
He was succeeded
by
his soii|, the late Jacob Abbot, esq.,
who died in Farmington, Jan.
21,
1847, at the age of 70, (subsequently
to the date at which the title-jpage
and first sheets of this work were
printed.)
Mr. Abbot, as a man of
business*, was prompt and systematic,

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
' HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use N Y O IL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

W M . F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.

as a Christian, devoted, and
as a
citizen, honest, pleasant,
generous,
useful and respected.
Weld was
incorporated Feb. 2, 1816, and deriv
ed its name from Mr. Weld, then one
of the owners.
B. Weld was (follow
ed by his son William, who took the
whole of Carthage, and one-half of
the remaining towns, and subsequent
ly conveyed to Dr. Lafayette
Per
kins, who settled in Weld in 1815*,
being the first
physician in the
place.
A Congregational church wa
early organized in the town, of which
David Sterret was the first pastor.
He was succeeded by
Hermon
Stinson.
Rev. Mr. Gould is
the
present pastor.
They have a con 
venient meeting-house in the eastern
pant of the town.
Rev.
Lemuel
Jackson, from Green, opened a re
ligious meeting in 1804, and a Bap
tist church was constituted in 1809;
Abel Holt and Amariah Reed, deac
ons.
The latter was ordained an
■evangelist in 1811.
Mr. Jackson re
mained till 1823. Various preachers
have since labored in the
place.
Luther Perkins is the present pas
tor.
200 members have been
re
ceived, and about one fourth o f that
number remain.
A small Freewill
Baptist church has been
organized
recently.
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much skill Van handled the rod as
Mr. and Mns. John S. Doane
of All had trouble with law
away went the trout.
The sun had Boston, who for nearly a quarter of
gone down and it was too dark to a century have been among the wel Chaucer, Bunyan, Dante, and 8h ak»
speare Among Great Writers Who
and
watch the battle that
continued come guests at Upper Dam
Suffered Persecution.
nearly an hour and a lantern was always adding to the
pleasure of
brought and the trout saved.
It others departed for home thila week.
The first great figure of modern
was the largest trout taken from the Unknown to them the guests decided
English literature, Geoffrey Chaucer,
pool this year, just 6
pounds, 5 to give them a military escort and remarks a writer In Case and Com
ounces, a handsome male fish 25% led by Dr. Winter as Capt., dres ment, the lawyers’ magazine, waa
inches in length and 15 inches
in sed as a “ Rough Rider” Mrs. Van hounded from pyiar to post by hla
girth, which will be sent to Nash of Dusan as “ Goddess of Liberty,” Geo. creditors. So persistent were they that
Maine to mount.
F. Brown dressed to
represent the king of England in response to a
It seems a little strange but is a “ Spirit of ’76,” with a cheese box petition took Chaucer'under his spe
fish fact, that this is the
same for a drum, Mr. Dallam as a “Col cial protection and forbade that he
size as the record trout caught in onial Soldier,” Tom Minor, dressed should be arrested or sued by any
the pool in the year 1912 and 1913. in the “ Stars and Stripes,”
Dr. body except on a plea connected with
land for two years.
“ Old White Nosed Pete” can
now Harper as a “ Scotch Guard,” Mr.
The imperishable allegory on which
live in peace until another year and Greenier a “ Newport Belle,”
in
Bunyan’s claim to immortality chiefly
as rests, “ Pilgrim’s Progress,” was at
may this wise old trout escape the green satin gown, Oren Dyke,
flies cast for him for years to come “ Bugler,” the company marc hied to least conceived in jail, and probably
for he would be missed from the their camp and to the order of the “Abounding,” “Holy City,” “Res
pool.
“ halt” all presented arms and nat urrection of the Dead,” together with
To-day the hunting season for par- ional songs were sung, in which Mr. other treatises and tracts, were also
tridges opens and Jack Greenia of Doane joined most heartily.
Seats composed in the “ den” where he lan
He obtained his
Brooklyn, with his guide,
Oscar |cf honor were given Mr. and Mrs. guished 12 years.
Dyke, has just come
across the Doane on the “jigger” and
the full release through the intervention
trail from Black Point and brings in parade marched to the boat, where of the Quakers and his name is Includ
ed in the “general pardon” passed by
the first bird, a partridge and they cheers were given as the
boat
the king in council in behalf of the
are reported to have been seen in sailed away.
Mr. Doane writes of prisoners of that persuasion bearing
large numbers around here.
their safe return home and that as date September 13, 1672, Bunyan will
Although several parties have gene long as life lasts the memory of the perhaps always hold rank as one of
home recently the camps are all day of their departure will always the first among religious writers in
taken and will be until next week be a pleasant one.
the English language.
and a number plan to remain until
Accused on the strength of a forged
into October.
document, and even while he was am
bassador to Boniface VIII, of extort
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H. Greenila of
PAR TY
IN ing money, the poet Dante was sen
Brooklyn, N. Y., Who came in May GARDNER, MASS.,
tenced to make pecuniary reparation
for a ten days’ stay and have “ mov
CAMP.
and to two years’ banishment. His
ed as often as the Methodist min
house was given up to pillage and his
ister” are now happily located
in
lands devastated. Three months af
the camp next the hotel and
may
(Continued from page one.)
terward, he having neither paid the
remain for next month*, for deer
fine nor sought to justify himself,
shooting.
his enemies condemned him to be
The early boat to-day was taken by for over Sunday and it is regretted burned to death.
Then began for
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. H.
Brown of that the little church, “ Our Lady of Dante the “hell of exile.”
this
Everybody has heard of Shake
Germantown, Penn., Mr. and Mrs. the Lakes” is now closed for
There has been a large at speare’s poaching adventures—how
Thomas Barber of South
Framing season.
ham, Mass., and Hon. and Mns. Ar tendance at the Mass each Sunday, as a consequence of a charge of steal
(Special Correspondence.)
thur B. Calkins of New
London, jpeople coming from all the hotels ing deer in Sir Thomas Lucy’s park
he was obliged to leave his business
Upper Dam, Sept. 15.—The water Conn., all planning to return another and camsp in this seciton. .
now thunders over the dam and the year.
Mrs. M. M. Menken of New York and shelter himself in London.
trout and salmon play
amid the
Dr. J. W. Harper, the poet from City, who has been here for a num
white foam, knowing they are safe Hartford, Conn., left this good bye ber of summers, but last year was LIKE A HARBOR OF SAFETY
travelling in Europe, and has
for
to jump where they please without for Mr. Brown:
several weeks been at Campobello, Man Who Reaches the Ago of Thirty
danger of striking a hook, for at
May Congratulate Himself on
12 o’clock last night the law said, “ Good bye Mr. Brown of German Canada, was most heartily greeted
Many Things.
town,
“ No more fishing in this
famous
by her old friends on Friday and all
Who
vainly
tried
myself
to
drown
pool until after the ice leaves the
are glad that she will be one of the
A medical lecturer recently declared
happy Mountain View family for the that in many ways thirty is the critical
lakes in 1915,” and the fly fisher And of myself make gammon,
W
ho
had
the
face
to
take
my
place
next
two
weeks.
man has pulled his boat on shore
age in the average man’s life. Once
And coolly swipe my salmon.
Mrs. A. D. Prescott and
friend, you reach thirty you have outgrown
and if he casts the fly until Octob
Mrs._ C. C. Dollitt of Arkansas City, many serious diseases. On the oth
er first, it must be elsewhere. But W ho that he had a record fish.
The consummation of his wish,
all are true law abiding
anglers
Kansas, were here for a short stay er hand, you become liable to many
others that seldom or never attack
this week.
and will now tell stories of
the W hile we looked on in -wonder,
In vain he tried, again denied,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond G. Mowry people in the teens or twenties.
past and willingly wait for
next
Anemia, for instance, is practically
of Providence, R. I., are among the
year before they again
enter this It weighed two ounces under,
Ha! Ha! R-e-e-e-e-venge!
new comers who are greatly pleased unknown after thirty. If you have not
pool, known all over the world,
by
had it by then you never will. If you
Good bye to everybody,
with this place.
the fishermen.
have, you will have outgrown it at
Sorry I did not see you,
All regretted the
departure of
The following are the fish taken
thirty or so. Acne, too—that spottiCleaning
fish
and
packing
up.”
James H. Hart and
daughters of ness of complexion so common among
since our last on the fly from the
pool and most of the flies used have
Come hack next year Doctor, every Brooklyn, N. Y., who had a most young people, is certain to have van
been very small ones:
Hon. Arthur body will welcome you. Another fine .delightful month’s sojourn and the| ished by then.
B. Calkins, chairman of the
^ ^ I p o e m from the Doctor’s pen will ap- party will be welcomed in 1915.
Thirty, too, sees you out of the
| Mrs. E. P. Thayer and Miss E. L. reach of the gravest of all diseases,
and Game Commission of Connect!-1 pear jater.
Fair and| Gregory of Boston, who came
two consumption. If you have shown no
cut, caught a 3-pound, 6-ouince trout
j^r and Mrs. Wm.
had a sign of it by then in all probability
on a No. 10 Queen of the
Waters daughter this week returned to their months agej. and as usual
and one 4 pounds, 12 ounces on a ;ill0m,e in orange, N. J., and their pleasant summer and added to the you never will. If you have hitherto
No. 8, -white tipped Montreal; also camp was at once taken by Mrs. happiness of others*, returned home escaped rheumatic fever, too, you are
fairly safe from it for life. Epilepsy
a 3-pound, 11-ounce salmon on a No. p p Marble of Lowell, Mass., and Friday and their many friends wish
and goiter, too, never make their first
6 Montreal.
Frank Bugbee of Wil- ]ler friend;, Mrs. Chaa.
R.Bow-man them a winter of health and happin attacks on anyone who has reached
limantic, Conn., a
3-pound, 4-ounce Gf Toledo, Ohio, whOj has recently ess and an early return next season.
thirty.
Mis® Emeline Hawkins is
with
trout.
Tom Miner
of New
York returned from Europe. It was de
Charlott Walker of
Portland,
ltas taken honors and fish too, ft>r ' cided as they had just
moved in Miss
to
Bank Notes Made of Silk.
he brought to net a 3-pound, 7-ounce give them a “ donation party” last the guest of Mrs. Look for a week
Bank notes made of silk of a par
Mrs. R. B. Hawkins ticular shade that will baffle the bank
salmon and two handsome trout, one evening and some 20 of their friends at Kennebago.
with note forger are now possible. A3
of 3 pounds, 5 ounces and a 6-pound, gave them a great surprise as they and son Roy spent Sunday
is known, most of the expert bank-note
entered their camp each with some them.
2ounce beauty.
Ben B. Bryan and son James
T, forgers use photography to obtain
Raymond A. Parker of Willimantic, gift, which was presented amid roars
There were fish, a'Bryan of New York lias joined his their best results; but a recent in
Conn*, has good stories to tell
of of laughter.
squash,
and) fnena A. Montgomery, Jr., and to vention makes it possible to manufac
his luck in the pool as he caught pair of huge beets,
ture silk of a particular shade that
a 3-pound, 10-ounce trout, and a pair other “ garden sass,” a fine
poker, day with Fred Fowler and Jim O’cannot possibly be photographed.
of salmon that weighed 4 pounds, 3 corn popper and com , salt, tea, su Brion, /uides, they went to Kenne
Discovered by a woman, this ( in
bago
for
a
week’s
camping
trip.
gar, tin .pans, brooms, pickles, a
ounces each.
vention is a new process for water
Miss Bertha S. McShane of Phila- proofing fabrics without rubber and
Theodore R. Parker was greatly pie*, wonderful gifts and in fact any
were delphia is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. dyeing them in the same operation.
pleased with a 5-pound trout. Hor and every old thing, which
ace C. Dunham of Woburn, Mass., taken and appreciated in the same W. Roger Fronefield at Camp Don’t Linen, cotton or other materials to
The “ Lone Fisherman,,” R.
B. be treated by this process are placed
was delighted to land a 3-pound, 13- merry spirit of fun as they were
white into one end of the machine
On Sunday afternoon, Mrs. Worry.
ounce salmon.
Dr. Frank B. Gum- given.
mey of Philadelphia reeled, in a Marble and Mrs. Bowman announc Hawkins of Providence, R. I., came and brought out at the other end a
salmon of 4 pounds, 13 ounces.
J. ed there would be a “Free
Art in with a nie,e pair of salmon weigh few minutes later colored, water
this proofed and dry. Fabrics so pro
C. Morgan of Norwich, Conn.,
just Loan Exhibit” at their camp which ing 3 and 3V6 pounds one day
week,
and
his
son
Roy
one
of
3y2 duced, the inventor maintains, can
It was
for the sake of old times recorded a all were invited to attend.
be used in hundreds of trades, from
3-pound, 2-ounce salmon.
Geo. H. truly the “ best yet,” for it was pounds.
aeroplane building to bank-note mak
The fishermen are having
good ing.
Greenia o f Brooklyn, N. Y., who wonderful the titles posted and the
came in May waited until the last “ art exhibited, such as the “ Old ispont and often come in with trout
a huge hornet’s and salmon, but put back into tlie
day and caughlt hi® first record fish Ladies’ Home,,”
Reciprocity.
Over the fire lake most of those they catch.
from the pool, a 3-pound, 10-ounce nest in one corner.
With a feeling of sadness for the reEdward L. Morse of Stockbridge, cipient, Dorothy finally concluded to
place it read “ No smoking aloud.”
salmon.
Just as the sun was going
down Three deer heads were dressed to Mass., who with bis family is spend pen a missive to her former fiancee.
is
“Dear Harold,” it read. “No doubt
back of the mountain and leaving the represent well known persons. And ing the summer at the Birches,
here with his you are aware that I am to marry
“ The call of
the (Spending a week
sky painted brilliantly with the won the pictures!
friend Ferris Greenslet of
the Mr. Anthony the coming month. I
derful tints of scarlet and gold, giv wild,” etc. etc.
It is never known in the morning publishing firm of Houghton*. Mifflin shall, therefore, appreciate it very
ing such a beautiful sunset as not
Henry much if you will burn all the little
often even here is seen,, there was what fun will be announced for thej Company, Boston, and "with
afternoon and evening, for
tbej Bunker, guide, they are trying their notes I sent you, assuring you of re
silence over the pool.
ciprocity in regard to those you sent
to me.
A number of boats were there as guests are sure to have something skill casting the fly and hope
Dorothy Bell.”
the; reel in one of the big fish that have
the anglers did not like to think unusual on the program and
Immediately upon receipt of above
of reeling in for the last time
in friendship and kindness extended to been seen to jump out of the water. the young man made this reply:
There will no doubt be a larger
“Dear Dorothy: I shall certainly com
1914, for they knew “ Old
White the stranger make all who come
company entertained here until the ply with your request, and at once.
Nosed Pete” and other big trout and feel welcome and at home.
And, incidentally, as your new fiance
Many of the ghosts at this place first of October than usual.
salmon were hiding near by.
E. F.
It is understood that in two weeks also holds a few notes of mine, I shall
Van Dusan the New Yorker of fame remember Mr. and Mrs. Henry Still
to (Sept. 28, the trains will commence count it a great favor should you he
was there, sending a small
fly well of Philadelphia, wbo used
able to induce him to burn them with
with his light rod far out over the spend weeks here and will be sorry to run on the fall and winter time,
the rest.
Harold Sawyer.”
and
that
there
will
be
but
one
daily
white water, when suddenly a big to learn of the death of Mr. Still
trout rose for the little fly and was well and would extend much sym train each way and no Pullman car
Subscribe for Maine Woods.
during the winter.
fast.
There was a fight on, as with pathy to the bereaved wife.

GENEROUS
DONATIONS
Fishing Days End With Some
Good Ones Taken at the Pool

M A IN E
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The annual mens’ tennis
doubles
were completed this week ten teams
contesting and some brilliant ten
nis resulting.
E. S. Kinley and C.
P. Freeman of Philadelphia defeated
E. N. Dodge and A. J. Feuohtwanger
in three rattling sets, becoming the
new champions of the Kineo courts
as Dodge and Feucbtwanger
have
eld the honor for several years oh
the Kineo courts.
The annual race to determine the
Kineo, Mocsehead Lake, Sept. 5.—
September starts with the hotels and fastest boat on the lake, Tuesday,
camps around the lake shore
well was easily won by Robert N. Nye
Mr.
Henry
filled, the summer people lingering in his swift BLitzen.
on to enjoy these cool days i.n the Feuohtwanger of Madison, N. J.., pre
this
woods.
The most brilliant week of sented a handsome cup for
the season was filled with
many event.
The family of Austin G. Fox, a
things of interest.
A special fea
ture was the annual masquerade of prominent attorney of New York, in
the Moosehead Lake Yacht Club in cluding Miss Alice Fox and Austen
few
which many participated. Costumes W. Fox, are at Kineo for a
splendid
gay and grotesque, original
and days1 before opening the
beautiful made the affair
notable. Fox camp on Moosehead, near SocaPrizes were awarded for those most tean.
Amng the recent arrivals at the
striking, Miss Elaine English, attir
ed as Snow White getting that for M.t. Kineo are; Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
women and Com. A. B. Waring
of Pliiller, Edwin M. Smuoker, Mr. and
New York, as an Italian organ grind Mrs. Edward Powell, Mr. Horace L.
er with complete paraphernalia, be Young, Mr. and Mrs. Rush' Rowland,
George W. Rlabon, E. Paul Kitchin,
ing awarded that for men.
The Yacht Club’s annual regetta Dr. and Mrs. Bullitt, Mr. and Mrs.
Powell,
was won by the Kinnahibeh belong D. T. Lansing, George R.
ing to Mr. Charles M. Clark of Great Ralph C. Powell of Philadelphia;
L.
Neck, Long Island.
This gives Mr. Miss C. A. Merritt, Mrs. Solon
Clark the third and winning leg on Frank, Mr. F. F. Jones, J. E. Coe,
the Ferguson cfup which has been Jr., A M Dick, Major E. W. Dayton,
raced for seven years; he also won W. M. Bickslay, Mr. and Mrs. Irv
the Commodore’s cup.
Mr.
Clark ing L. Ernst, Mrs. H. M Jones, Eu
Sturis,
announced that he would present to gene Tredwell, Earnest B.
the club a costly cu(p which would Wm. S. Allen, Donald Ferguson, . J.
have to be won twice in order to he S. Dougherty, F. A. Williamsi, George
Drucker, D. A. Armosa;, D. McLaugh
possessed.
Another Yacht Club affair of great lin, Mr. and Mrs. Edmond B. Jordan,
interest was the stag dinner given by Jr., Miss Jennie S. Jordan, Mr. and
Commodore Arthur Waring of New Mrs. C. L. Bracker, W. O. Bowman,
York to the flag officers and trus S. Schotten, Jr.:, Mr. and Mr®. C. C.
tees.
The tables were uniquely dec Jasons, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Greene,
orated and the following gentlemen Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Beeley, Mr. and
F.
shared a most delightful evening Mrs. Charles Stetson, Mrs. M.
with the host:
J. E. R. Carpenter, Walsh, E. E. Converse, Miss M. P.
Henry Feuohtwanger, Dr.
Ellice Westcott, Miss Virginia A. Davis of
McDonald, J. Reilly, Jr., C. E. Cook Boston; F. A. Verplank, H. C. Fream
ey, C. M. Clark of New York; R. E. Oakland, Me.; Sars V. Wallace, Et
Jennings, Jersey City; W. H.
Ar- hel M. Whitney, Lewiston; G. W.
rott, J. K. Clarke, Philadelphia; G. Clapp, South Hadley, Mass.; Mr. and
M. Thornton, Pawtucket;
Henry Mrs. Frank H. Marshall, Miss Virgin
Sheafer, Clinton Sheafer, A.
W. ia H. Marshall, Master David S. Mar
Worcester,
Sheafer, Pottsville; Robert N. Nye, shall, F. H. Goddard,
Springfield; S. A. York, New Haven; Mass.
Col. C. A. Judkins, Kineo; Thomas
Friant, Grand Rapids; H. J. Genung,
T H E H U N T IN G S P IR IT .
\
Madison, N. J.; E. T. Wilson., Pat
terson, N. J., Lieutenant Command
Signs have already appeared—signs
er L. R. Sargent,, U. S. N. was guest
of the hunting season, which is mea
of honor.
at hand.
Signs of a good season,,
The fans have had great delight
too.
watching the annual series between
Over the hills and mountains, at
Kineo and Dover-Foxoroft which rer
about this time of year, hovers a
suited in the three finest ball games
sort of mist visible only to the sons
ever witnessed on the diamond here.
of Nimrod.
It is not inert,
but
Kineo took the first 5 to 4,
the
strangely beckons.
By those
who
Visitors captured the second 4 to 3
have the eyes to see and the gift
and the third one, which drew the
of understanding it is called “ the
largest crowd of the season went
spirit of hunting.’’
to Kineo ,by a score of 4 to 2.
If you would smile at this fancy,
Golf still holds its enthusiasts. The
weekly cup in the 18-hole medal play remember the story that is told of
A tourist stood
beside
contest was taken by Mr. Y. Murai, Whistler.
a Japanese of Riverside, Conn. Low the famous artist in a country of
One was see
score prize was won by E. P. Apgar lakes and mountains.
other
of New York.
An interesting “ swat- ing the same sunset that the
was
only
looking
at.
fest” putting contest furnished much
“ I, didn’t see anything in a sunset,
amuisement to the thirty participants
but also the large gallery of on-look complained the tourist.
“ But don’t you wish you could?’
ers.
Miss Emma Walton of Phila
said Whistler.
delphia won in splendid fashion.
The spirit of hunting, perhaps, wil
some day be embodied in marble—
the masterpiece of a Borgium.
The zest and exhilaration of the
hunt are not to be known vicariously
by proxy.
They are learned
only
through experience, but it doesn’t
take very long.
After the
first
hunting trip there is no cure for the
malady that results.
Some friend
of yours for example.
He disap
peared into the woods with a Rem
ington and a camping kit, and when
he came back he was a
different
man.
His beard was shocking. He
never acted the same again. Like
Barkis, however, he was a willin’
victim; and every year
when the
fever comes and he takes to
the
hard miles and crooked trails, there
than bread and butter —
is no holding him back. The best
when the bread is made
(thing you can do is to go
along
from William Tell Flour.
with your hunter-friend.
You can
Nothing- more wholesome,
easily get your doctor to advise it.
either, or a better food for
A hunter is as old as he feels, and
growing children, because
judged by that standard he has the
William Tell is made from
advantage over old Ponce de Leon,
Ohio Red Winter Wheat,
who searched long and vainly
for
richest in nutritive value.
the Fountain of Youth; and
though
Milled by a special process,
William Tell goes farther. More
the gift of the trails and tramps
loaves to the sack in addition to
and campfires is physical
health
wonderful bread inakingqualities.
aDd strength one always comes back
(251
with a sense that somehow an even
richer legacy has been bestowed.

DELIGHTFUL YACHT
CLUB AFFAIRS

Golf Still Holds Many Attractions
For The Enthusiast!

N othing Better

W illiam Tell
F lou r
C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,

Phillips, Mains,
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their sway;
Upon the troops of Britain’s tyrant
And, if the effort fail, as failed
king,
these men,
Before the frowning ramparts of
To win results they hoped for, the
Quebec.
influence,
Oh, heroes brave! W e honor you Cf the motive is not lost, but has
great power.
today,
And place this stone to tell to one
Thus shall we honor best those men
and all,
o f yore,
Who come this way the tale of what
Who
passed this way by striving
you did,
each to do
To aid the cause of freedom and
With faithfulness our part from day
of right.
to day;
And in meantime our country will
September, month all glorious, now
advance,
is here;
The asters and the goldenrod for 1m all things we hope for and still
more,
you,
In good and blessings none of us
Put forth’ their gorgeous bloom and
foresee,
all along,
The weary way you went are pleas The way to all these things desirable
and grand,
ed to deck,
This band of men and others called
The unmarked graves of those who
to arms,
fell to rise,
open
No more, while stronger men pur Our grandsires brave, made
long
ago.
sued the way
Of greater hardships yet and lived Awake, America! Awake, today,

this section in the fall of 1775. Such
he was at Quebec, at Ticonderoga;
and! to his almost unparalied
dash
and bravery the American victory at
Saratoga is acknowledged to be due.
That battle, we know,
was the
Gettysburg, the turning point of the
Revolution, and he saved the day.
It is especially gratifying to
the
Farmington chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution,
the
||nly chapter in Franklin
County,
that they were able to place this
atblet here as the expedition that
went this way wlas ten days passing
through what is now known
as
Franklin county and relics of
the
journey have been occasionally found
up to recent years.
Thus our country is Revolutionar
ground and thus our times are link
ed with our nation’s beginning.
It is also very pleasing to us to
know that one of our members, and
to tell,
one present at this time, Mrs. Sarah
The story we recall this day and
Blanchard Hardy is a lineal descend
aye.
ant of one of that heroic band whose
devotion to their country we honor Oh, noble band, who dreamed not of
on this day.
retreat,
And let me also say that the gift
Through months of hunger, toil an
(of this memorial by our chapter is
sufferings dire,
made possbile by the liberality and We honor you, we honor you today,
patriotism of another of our members
And, as we stand about this tablet
Mrs. Sarah Lambert Prescott of Ar
here,
kansas City, Kansas, a native of Anew comes inspiration e’er to
Phillips and a direct descendant of
seek,
Samuel and Ebenezer
Butterfield,
All needed things to make
the
wlio served their country in the Rev
land you won,
olution.
The grandest ever yet upon
the
But for her generous offer to pay
earth.
for this tablet it might have been a
long time before we should have As daughters of these men and com
been able to place it there.
rades brave,
You will all be happy to know that
As citizens of this good town, we
Mrs. Prescott is one of our company
here,
to-day.
And now devote tills tablet, and we
I would not fail to speak also of
pray,
the interest and assistance of
Mr.
It Hong may stand to tell to those
Oramendel Blnachard,, of Stratton, In
who come,
procuring boulder, bringing it here, In future years bow large a debt we
putting it on the base and aiding in
owe,
other details of the work.
To Mrs.
Of love and gratitude to Arnold’s
Prescott, to Mr. Blanchard and to
men.
ail who have helped by good will, by And as we pause upon this
river’s
hands or by means in placing
this
brink
memorial or arranging these exercis
And listen to the murmur of it’s
es, sincere thanks are due.
flow,
I am not only glad to be here, but We hear the requiem of the brave
by the great kindness of Mrs. Pres
and true.
cott and other associates in Colonial
It is a song of trust, of courage,
Daughters Chapter, No. 217, Daugh
faith,
ters of the American Revolution, of Faith to obey, endure, press on until
Farmington, Maine, it is my high
The goal was reached, the vic’ry
privilege in behalf of the chapter to
won, our land,
present to the people of the town of Blood bought, forever free, forever
Eustis this memorial to the honor of
free.
the men of the American Revolution
'who have made the town of Eusitis Flow on, dark stream, forever, ever
and the County of Franklin historic
flow,
ground.
And never cease to sing the fam
In the words of Lincoln at Gettys
of those,
burg, “ We cannot dedicate, ,we can Who loved their country well an
not -consecrate, we cannot
hallow
constant sought,
this ground.
The brave men who • Forgetting self, to see it
con
struggled here have hallowed it far
queror,
beyond our power to add or correct.’ O’er foreign king so grasping
an
But we can,, w>e trust, by
this
severe.
memorial help to keep alive
the
memory of the Revolutionary fathers Ye birds, that dwell within this vale
and, remembering their
sacrifice
Sing! Sing!
we shall the better appreciate
the
Ye pine trees tall, your vigils eve
blessings of a free government.
keep,
Peace has her victories as well as Above the path
they trod, an
war and in order that the
greates
through your boughs,
good shall result from our dear
The winds of heaven will, eac
bought liberties, we can here
and
hour repeat,
now “ Highly resolve’’ each to do our The story we so briefly tell today.
best to make our country worthy of
all it lias cost in heroic
endeavor Oh, sun and moon and stars, by day,
and great sacrifice.
by night,
May the gift of this monument be
Look down in love on river, trees
received as it is made, in the love
and vale;
and appreciation of our common her (Bid flowers bloom; bid birds, trees,
itage and in mutual and
fraterna
river sing,
kindness and good will.
A ceaseless melody of praise and
song,
The following original poem wa
To those who sought with agony
written by Mrs. Harriet P. Keyes of
untold
Farmington and read on this occas To constitute this nation now so
ion:
great.

(

We stand today upon historic ground
Upon this river’s bank,,
where
heroes brave,
Did pass long years ago.
We meet here now
To dedicate, to consecrate,
thi
stone,
This stone of memory, and hono
thus',
That hand
of patriots, patient
brave and true,
Who hither came so many year
ago.

Ere long we go our ways; the words
we speak,
Will soon forgotten be, but may
this stone,
For centuries stand, a witness
to
the deeds,
Of that heroic band who marched
this way,'
An inspiration, too, to young, to old,
To imitate their virtues and be
true,
T o native land; to strive for things

Approved by Washington tills way
they came,
A band of valiant men with pur
pose fixed,
T h e P rinc ip al Difference.
The principal difference between ft Still to press on through, cold and
storm,
man and a woman is that the -woman
Till they might one day deal a
doesn’t forget that she will have to
telling blow,
think of It the next day.

Promote the good of all, both rich
and poor,
Remembering, as this river
e’er
shall flow,
And as the breeze of heaven will
ever come,
The flowers bloom, the stare shine
on and on,
fSo human acts will ever have!

that most,

And bless their memory for what
thou art,
For what thou shalt be in the future
years!
Sleep sweet within your lowly beds,
ye men,
W e praise today.
And whether
near or far
Ye lie, within our hearts ye have a
shrine,
A sacred shrine of love and grati
tude.
You bought our land it’s liberty.
W e’d keep
The sacred trust and ne’er forget
the men,
To whom we owe our much beloved
homes,
But give you honor, praise
and
love alway.

FIR ES TO N E S
W IN

AGAIN
H ELP
V IC TO R Y .

TO

Word comes from Los Angeles that
a contest was held recently in tliat
vicinity which was conceded to be
the greatest event of its kind ever
held.
Twenty-four motor trucks of
various makes and classes
were
pitted against each other in a stren
uous run of over 200 miles against
the heaviest kinds of odds.
In laying out a route for
this
test, a committee appointed by the
Motor Truck Dealers’ Association of
California, selected the worst roads
to be found in that section, to make
the affair a real test of endurance.
Some of the roads were in such con
dition that the touring car in which
the committee traveled, found
the
greatest difficulty In making
their
way.
Rough dirt roads with deep
ruts, stretches of deep sand, where
the wheels slid and foundered
al
most helplessly, steep hill climbs,
slippery oiled roads and in fact every
kind of obstacles was arranged for,
that would make the affair a real
test of tires and mechanism.
Starting at Los Angeles,
they
bore southeast to Riverside;
then
north through Redlands and
San
Bernardino and then westward again
to Los Angeles.
The best score was chalked up in
favor of a 1500 pound Menominee
truck.
In the two days of travel
they consumed about sixteen gallons
of gasoline, one quart of oil and one
quart of water.
They made
the
last ninety-one miles In four hours
and twenty-eight minutes. The driver
gives much of the credit for
his
victory to the behavior of the Fire
stone tires with which the truck was
equipped.

AT NINETY

H ale and H earty
G. W. Heath of South Windham,
Maine, is 90 years “ young” — and
still hale and hearty.
For
60
years, he has used “ L. F ." Atwwod’s
Medicine, and his personal recol
lections of Mr. Atwood are very In
teresting:
“ For more than 60 years “ L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine has been a fam
ily remedy in my household.
At
the age of 90, I am still using it,
and my six children use it from
time to time. I bought it first from
L. F. Atwood himself in 1850, when
he sold it from house to house.
I
hope others get much benefit as I
have from the use of this medicine.”
(Signed) G. W. Heath.
Large bottle, 35 cents. All Dealers.
Trial Bottle— FREE— From Us.
“ L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Maine.
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FOXES CENTRE OF
ATTRACTION

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. McGhee,
of
Even way up here in the woods event with him. This year one of 'sky at the time, but he seemed
to
New York are coming again to catch of Maine the one hundredth anniver- the camps on the shore of
Dodge know where he was going and how
a big fish for they don’t call a 21/& sary of the stars and stripes,,
the'Pond was chosen for the occasion.
to get there.
It was late after
pound salmon of much account.
flag we love so well is not forgot-; Fred Fowler and Jim O’Brion were'noon, and I wondered how far he
Mir. and Mrs. H. F. French
and ten.
Early this morning, one of the the pair of guides, who made beady would go before reaching sanctuary,
son of Randolph, Mass.*, came in young gentlemen, Wm. A. Morrill of; for the guests, Mrs. Mortimar, M. made it a hundred miles or more.
their automobile as far as South Plainfield, N. J., grandson of Mr. Menken, New York; Mrs. N. .School-11 dare say that a® the crow flies, or
Arm, intending to stay only for the and Mrs. Wm. A. Warnock of Ja-|maker„ Miss Jennie C. Henthom, Ny- the fly crows, or the flow cries, he
week end, but were so much pleased maica, N. Y., who with his mother is aok, N. Y.; Miss Cornelia T. Crosby,
Brook trout are still with us
in
with the place they stayed two here for a month,, was unfurling the1Phillips; Mrs. I.
Newton Lewis, good supply.
Going up the Aroosweeks.
flag here and at Camp Houghton and j Greenwich, Conn.; Mrs. W.
Roger’ took, one can stop at the month of
J. Z. Mason and daughter,
Miss standing there in the breeze it was Fronefield, Miss Betty Fronefieldj, Mr several brooks and catch fish moslt
Marion., who have been enjoying a proud lad who thanked God that and Mrs. Herman Wirz,
Maylon, any day and ’most any time of day.
several weeks in camp, leave Mon he was an American.
Penn.;
“
Com.”
F.
N.
Newlin,
Bos Run the nose of your canoe into itlhe
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
day for a trip to Sourdnahunk
for
C. A. Willets and sons,
Chester ton; Messrs. Wm. Baldwin, Spring- sedges on the upper side, sit
still
East Sumner, Me., Sept. 7.—There the hunting.
and Morris and daughter, Miss Eliza field, 'Mass,; Ben B. Biryan
and four or five minutes, then give your
have been 18 here today to see my
|Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Weeks of Willets of Flushing, N. Y., who are James T. Bryan of New York.
Parmachene, Professor or
Brown
foxes.
Four from Rumford; three
Cambridge, Mass., came by auto to here for the season, with Geo. Love
The big team and the auto took Hackle (if the sun shines) a gentle
from Dixfield; two from West Peru, South Arm where they left their car
and Geo. Fanjoy for guides, are for the guests to the landing, where they jerk forward so that the fly drops
and so on.
There have been over
and visited the different places on two weeks on a
camping trip a t1met the boats and canoes
and1lightly on the water, and if your luck
500 here to see them.
There is the lakes.
Lincoln Pond, where they see many crossed the pond to camp
Monty is as good as ours has been there
hardly a day but what some one
G. L. Cushman after a ten
days’ deer and have excellent fly fishing, and were welcomed by the genial an you’ll have all the trout you
need,
calls.
rest, with Will Morton guide, start (Miss Willets is 'high line as
she hospitable host.
for one full feed at least. W© noticWaIter Howard, who Is master ed out fishing this morning and came caught a 2(4-pound trout on the fly.
While the guides were
preparing ed that after we had reeled
about
mechanic for the Rumford
Paper back with a pair of salmon that
Master Ralph Spotts is the only the banquet that was served in the a dozen or fifteen the rest of the
Company was here this
afternoon. weighed 2*4 and 2% pounds, “ just to
one who has shot a
duck sincethe
big log cabin dining room, some of
school went off, whetherupthe
Walter and I were schoolmates and let you know I am going to catch a
season opened and he brought down h e guests went fishing, canoeing brook or down river we coulldu’t tell,
boy sportsmen at Dixfield 30 years big one before October.’’
a handsome pair of black
ducks and enjoyed the twilight hour until In MiLlmagassett we get larger ones,
ag.
Although I have seen
that
The automobile makes the trip one morning this week.
they were bidden to the feast.
weighing from 1% pounds to
5%
cosy little village but twice since I over the five-mile carry twice a day,
Dr. F. A. Hayden of Portland has
All unanimously expressed surprise pounds each.
We also noted that
left it, April 29, 1891, it has always in less than half an hour.
returned for another week
before and delight on seeing the long table no long casts were needed and that
lingered in my memory.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H.
Sawyer the season closes.
I beautifully decorated with woodland the slow, deliberate, careful,
cast
Then there is that picturesque old and little daughter of Auburn made
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Treadway and i flowers* which was brilliantly illu-lgot us the goods,
camping ground,
W ebb’s River the trip across Umbagog this morn children of Cleveland, Ohio,
who minated withcandles and artistic] On Sunday the last service under
Falls, five miles above the village, ing.
have been here for their first sea- place cards of birch bark.
After a the pastorate of Rev. M. M. Smyser
where Walter and I have made a
Twenty people are expected here son were so much pleased with the sumptuous feast cf steamed clams, was held in the church at the Bow.
hundred trips by boa.t
during the next week.
place they plan to return another
lobsters, broiled chicken, green corn The auditorium was well filled, and
While I was working on the ice
Frank van Roden of Philadelphia, season.
and “ all the fixings,” the host cut the services were very
impressive
cart in Boston, I was at Austin & who has been coming here for many
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Smith and the birthday cake,
welcomed his and edifying.
Smyser was so deepStone’s Museum one afternoon when years, came in with a 3-pound trout daughter, Miss Elvira
Smith
of “ summer pals” and introduced
the. ly moved with emotion at his final
Walter touched me on the shoulder. he caught on the fly yesterday and Portland have taken one of
the Toast Mistress Mrs. OVIenken, who separation from the people and the
It was quite a surprise and a happy with a smile he said, “ I never have camps for the remainder of the sea- iu her usual charming and witty work which he loved so well that lie
meeting, and how singular it seemed had such good fly fishing in all the son.
manner called upon each guest), who was unable to proceed at the openthat 20 minutes previous to our meet years., I have been coming to Middle
A hearty welcome was given H. B. in happy speech responded,
con- in-g without the aid of a
visiting
ing Walter purchased his ticket for Dam.”
Goodrich of Haverhill, Mass.,
who!
gratulating Mr. Montgomery, pre- auditor from Massachusetts,
who
•Chicago and started the next morn- j Every Tuesday and Friday
the was here for the early fishing
and
se ntingi gfts, reciting original poems;
read the scripture, Acts 20-17to 38.
ing and I did not see Jiim until onej^oat makes a trip to South Arm.
coming by automobile has returned for more than two hours, when they Mr. Smyser left Masardis last Tuesyear ago, when he came here to see
To-morrow Mr. and Mrs. Benj. F. for a ten days’ stay, and we hope he adjourned to the sitting room
and day, intending to visit relatives
in
me.
Walter has just purchased a : Pearson of Byfield, Mass.,
are to will have as good luck fishing this!
the “ country fiddler’’ FrederickNile
Pennsylvania, and will sailfrom
brand new five passenger Reo car, close their camp “ Deer Park Lodge” trip as in, June.
drew the bow and the old fashioned Seattle for Japan, by the S. S. Minwith all the latest
improvements where they have been spending most
Mir, and Mrs. C. A. Gundeen and dances were enjoyed.
neapolis, Sept. 26.
A few words of
and a dandy it is.
j of the summer and return home.
children of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
while
It was a late hour when the com- appreciation and regard were offered
JjtiiSit over the Sumner
line in-j
him at the close.
Mr. Smyser will
touring Maine were bo much pleas pany were asked to gather onthe
Woodstock a short time ago, there
he located at Yokoto, Akitaken, Japed with Haines Landing they have piazza* around which were hung
were two autos on the road, right in
taken one of the camps for ten m-any Chinese -lanterns, and Mr. Balkan and will be pleased to have anysight of each other and a very large
dwin took a flash-light of the birthday one write to him at any time. It is
days.
bear crossed the road between them.
F. W. Keene of Lynn, Mass.,
is party and each with pretty souven-1quite Likely that he wil-1 remain there
Dr.W heeler of West Paris measured
irs given -by the Commodore and the permanently, God willing, engaged in
one of the September guests.
the track and says it ’was
five
The love
If this fine weather continues many woods echoing the gay laughter of teaching, and preaching.
inches in breadth.
This bear must;
________
will remain until the hotel
closes (the jolly crowd, said good
night, and best wishes of all w-ho know
have been a monster.
I
and other parties areexpected.
many happy returns and with
the him will go with him and his family.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.Briggs moonlight over the water crossed
to School children have doffed their
Not long ago a Finlander living on
closed Camp Frye to-day and re- the waiting auto and team and were war pain-t and have donned
their
the David Andrews place near West
turn to Washington-, D. C., this week soon again back to the cheery open “ inky coats and customary suits of
Sumner caughit a salmon in the
where as usual they will spend the fire in the hotel office, all declaring solemn black” and have greeted -the
W est Branch* (right in sight of hi®
delightful new schioolmarms, Miss
Catherine
winter, which their many
friends they never had a more
house that weighed. 7V6 pounds.
evening and hope for years to come Richards at the school on the ridge,
hope
will
be
a
pleasant
one
and
Coons are visiting the cornfields
(Special Correspondence)
to help celebrate the 12th- of Sep- an<j Miss Mary Mac-Dowell at
bte
around here.
Mooselookmeguntic House, Haines that they will return with the June
tember at Mountain View, “ Lest we school between the Bow and
the
days
in
1915.
Emerson P. Bartlett.
Landing,, Sept. 13.—Here at
the
forget Archie Montgomery,
guide, pjatts.
Both of the you-ng teachr
end of the highway close to
the
philosopher, friend.”
! ers are from Princeton, Me.,
and
|lake shore the many automobiles thft
are graduates of the High school
are coming and going through
the
____________________
there.
These schools have about
region stop for a short time to take
thirty pupils each and doubtless will
a look across the lake and when, the
i bo in good and efficient hand®.
sky is clear the White
Mountains
} Clarence Reed’s sled shed (which,
can plainly be seen in the distance,
117I
f
I
n
r
P
O
O
I
Y
by the w a y ’ iS a weU equipfpe-d, large
above the nearby hi'lls, and no pen
W ILL DU
and well lighted dance hall,) h-eld
picture can be given of this wonderanother very social party last Friday
fu1 beauty of lake, forest and moun
night.
Rafford’s orchestra
from
tain.
These are the “perfect Sep
AsMand furnished their usually fine
tember days’’ that have been wanted
music.
All present had a good time.
and are welcomed by all; the tired
Dr. Martin Buerke and Dr.
Cole
traveler, the over worked business
To the Editor of Maine Wooas:
returned to New York Monday. This
perteon -and the city dweller,
who
Ox Bow, Sept. 8.—“ A penny
for trip was Dr. Buerke’s 20th season in
.come here to take life easy. There
(Special to Maine Woods.)
your
thoughts.”
Having
nothing
to Aroostook.
never has been a larger number of
Rangeley, Sept. 14.—September the say I ana at a loss how to say it.
The continued illness of C. Libby,
guests
at
this
hotel
the
middle
of
(Special Correspondence.)
esq.,
our genial Justice Peace and
12th
was
not
only
memorable
as
the
I’ve
watched
the
vane
in
vain
for
a
All
Lakewood Camps, Middle Dam, September than at present
one hundredth birthday of the Amer vein leading to your
com-posing Postmaster is causing great anxiety
Sept. 11.—Those who come
across but on-e of the camps are now occu
Mr. Libby is suffer
ican flag, but also the day a famous room all the week; now it’s Sunday to his family.
the carry from Sunday Cove
for Pied.
i fisherman nassed a milestone along
and this letter must be posted by ing with a compllica-ton of diseases-,
their first trip through the moun-. Geo. O. Coon, who spent a number,
A Montgomery, J,r„
Monday to ensure its ap-pearance on Iand is now con-fined to hlis
bed,
tains and the chain of lakes, are of summers in one of the camps has ^ ^
^ .g home> biUt
the front page (if at all?) Work on; under the constant care of (his wife
very enthusiastic over the
grand been for a week at Ken neb ago and ^
^
^ ^
t(j cJaim hlm
our new steel bridge over the Um- and family doctor.
He is at
the
wild beauty of this region.
One with hus friend A. C. Pomeroy
of
eon, at
as a resident of the woods. Since colus, goes forward rapidly, a-nd we home of Isaac Libby, his
gentleman, who has recently been Stamford, Conn.., reached here last
All his friends and the
his 59th birthday it has been
his expect it will be opened to
travel Mas-ardis.
traveling in Europe said: “ We did nl-g-hlt for a stay of several
weeks
hope
custom to invite a merry party of by the .first week in October.
We people of the Bow generally,
not find anything more beautiful in and his old friends are glad to see
“ faithful pals’” to celebrate
the propose to break a bottle of Moxie for his speedy recovery and a pro
our travels while away, but every him back.
longed life.
j when it is christened.
place over there is so well advertis-j Mrs. Harrison Taylor of Phliadel“What matters if you never know,
Sportsmen
keep
coming
in
notwitbed, you know all about them.
a n d phi'a, who was here with, her
two|
From whence you come or whither
|standing the troublous times-, among
why is there not more said of the sons last year and has been at the
go,
whom
are
L.
C.
Williams-,
L.
B.
beauty of the Rangeley®?”
And I White Mountains, said “ We had such
When that dread silence, broken at
Payne
and
R.
L.
Payne,
all
of
No-rJ
O
*
-1
*
'
•
'
Jy
told him he should read -the Maine a delightful time here, I could not;
your birth,
j folk, Ya.
Also F. L. Bridgeman of
Woods, which was always trying to go home without coming” and with
Reclaims the sipace you occupy on
i
New
York
a-nd
C.
L.
Henry
of
Bos
tell of this wnderful land.
“ Next, her son Joseph C. Taylor came via
earth?
to n at Lib-by’s.
year there will be thousands m ore! Dixville Notch and the chain of lakes
For Bill-ly Soule’s Millmagass-e't What matters? since this is clear
tourists IS Maine than ever before*,J to spend the remainder of the season
You’re in the selfsame hands, both
camps we shall have Clarence
E.
for no one will want to go to Eur in one of the log cabins.
there and here.”
Thompson of New Haven, Co-nn., and
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Benj.
Franklin
Bail
ope after this war, which may not
A heavy rainfall Sunday afternoon
Gardiner
E.
Thorpe
of
Boston
for
end even then, and a® the American ey of “ Green Gables” Lincoln, Neb.,,
two weeks, after which Mrs. Thomp- and night added more pitch to the
people must travel I think they will who for the first summer came to
son will join her husband here for water.
came to Maine by the hundreds; just Maine and have visited many places,
two weeks more in the woods.
were
very
enthusiastic
over
life
in
write more and more of the RangeThen will come the hunters;
it
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Deceptive W e igh ts.
where they
leys, the hotels, camps, fishing, etc.*’ one of these camps,
looks a® though they would get all
Here is a good trick to play upon
Offers
room
with
hot
ard
spent
several
weeks.
The
Doctor
was 'the advice of another.
they can lug out.
the fellow who “knows it all.” He will
cold water for $1.00 per day
wa-s
There has been a number of part said, “ We hod no idea there
and up, which includes free
This day, week, will end the close be surprised when shown that he is
such
a
beautiful
place
in
the
east
as
ies return home this week.
use of public shower baths.
season on birds, when the shot will wrong. “Inflate a large empty paper
Mr. and Mr®. F. C. Mead and son the Rangeley®,, and we shall surely
be fired heard around the Aroostook bag and tie it up air-tight. Place the
Nothing to Equal This in New England
come
again
and
send
our
friends.”
Kenneth Mead of Greenwich, -Conn.,
world. Lexington and Concord won’t bag on the palm of one hand, and into
Dr. and Mrs. H. D. Meeker of New
who have been here for a month
Rooms with privaie laths
be in it when the total
casualties the palm of the other hand take such
for $1.50 per day and up;
left tliis morning, having
engaged York will not open their camp this
a quantity of coin or other metal as
are
all
told.
suites
of
two
rooms
and
bath
with their
their camp for a longer stay in 1915. year, but in company
will seem to equal the bag in weight.
for
$4.00
per
day
and
up.
Geese are on the wing; one lone If the observer does not know of the
Wednesday evening Mrs. Mead gave friends, Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Doty of
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF gander, flying in a great hurry went illusion or suspect it, the paper bag
a Welsh ra’rebit party to a party of the same city while on a motor trip
south last week, fool like
letting will be found to weigh ten to twenty
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
twelve and on Thursday a picnic at through New England spent last
everybody know it by his
shrill times as much as the metal
Send for Booklet
Lunch Point, down in the Pond-in- week in one of the cabins here which
honking.
A
dense
fog
filled
the which it was matched.
STOKER
F.
CRAFTS
C*r.
the-river, which were most enjoyable. they greatly enjoyed.

Bears On The Highway As
Well As Autos

J

CAMP FRYE CLOSED
FOR THE SEASON
Master Ralph Spotts,, Brings Down
a Pair of Ducks

THE RANGELEYS
THE BEAUTY SPOT
Many Will Come Here Instead
of Trip Abroad

MERRY PARTY AT
CAMP MONTY FALL HUNTING

A New York Gentleman Celebrates
His Birthday at Dodge Pond. Get Large Fish at Millmagassett
A Sumptuous Banquet Enjoyed

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

with

M A IN E

I

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,
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Mirs, David R. Craig t>f Boston,
LIFE A CONTINUOUS CHANGE
who came In July and has been home
for two weeks has returned, bring
Much T ru th in the L am en tatio n * Put
ing with hen, her son D. R. Craig,
Up by Protesting Men, Job
Jr., and four friends, John Alden and
Among the Number.
sister Miss Priscilla M. Alden of
Wellesley, Mass.; P. D. Helliwell of
This is the great misfortune of life,
Boston and Miss Elizabeth Bouteilthat, it is changeable and never re
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lakt
James W. Craig,
mains in the same state, wrote Luis
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley ler of New York.
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
de Granada. “ Man,” says Job, that
who has been here for over
two
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the months,
is born of woman is of few days and
returned home this week.
radius o f four miles furnish the best of fly
full of trouble. He cometh forth like
of this
fishing the whole season The house and |The Bungalow is the home
camps are new and have all modern conven merry party of young
Belgrade Lakes, Maine, Sept. 12.— a flower and is cut down; be fleeth >
people,
who
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
with Archie Lufkin, guide, are hav The cold stormy weather of the past also as a shadow and continueth not.’*
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
What is more changeable? We are
ing great times out in the open. week has been the means of mak
tain clim bing autom obiling. etc.
told that the chameleon assumes in an
They went to Kennebago and tented ing the hotels look like the end of
Jackm an. Maine
H. P. M cK EN N EY. P ro p rie to r.
Many guests
who hour many colors; the sea of the EuWrite for jbooklet.
cut for several nights and a pair of the season.
September rlpos has an evil name for Its many
salmon they caught weighed eleven came for the month of
changes and the moon takes every day
pounds.
The party will remain un have returned to their homes with its own peculiar form. But what is
til the middle of the month and as the hope and promise of coming a- all this compared to the changes oil
James Craig remarked, “ I have stay gain another season.
man? What Proteus ever assumed so
If so, write me the number of persons in your party, ed too long, I like the place so well
The fishing has been good all many different forms as man does
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you I don’t want to go” and the boys through, the summer and the hotels every hour? Now sick, now in health;
are talking of coming up in mid have had a most profitable season now content, now discontent; now
winter for snow shoeing and to try many old guests making the lakes sad, now joyous; now timid, now hope
life in the wilderness when it is 20 their summer home annually., while ful; now suspicious, now credulous;
now peaceful, now recalcitrant; now
of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
strangers visiting, for the first time
degrees below zero.
he wishes, now he wishes not; and
r a t e s to a ll during October and November.
I will also
are
much
pleased
with
the
many
John Lewis Childs, the well-known
many times he knows not what he
s e n d y o u names of parties who have hunted here that
florist of Floral Park, N. Y., came beauties of the place and will come wants.
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.
again.
.
X
last night to join his wife and son
In short, the changes are as numer
Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine |[wbo came two weeks ago and have Two gentlemen coming from New ous as the accidents in an hour, so
the camp on Little Birch Island.
York in their auto the past
week, that every one of them turns him up
Mr. and Mrs. M. P. Abbott
and purposely to see the much talked of side down. The past gives him pain,
The G arry Pon d G am ps
son Morton of Rumford are here for Belgrade Lakes and they were not the present disturbs him, and the fu
Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October 6rst, Most a two weeks’ vacation.
disappointed, but rather profuse in ture causes him agony.
all heavy supplies will be fo r sale at the Camps.
RANGELEY, MAINE
“The Jolly Eight’’ is the name of their praise of their beauty.
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. Write for information to
A Tip From the Irish.
the following party who have been
September 5th, a party of
four
HENRY J. LANE,
A German waiter at a New York ho
here for a week:
Mr. and Mrs. C. ladies started to make the trip to
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
tel had a busy time of it one night re
B. Bray of Beverly; Mass., whio Rangeley by auto, three of
them
trying to serve four Irishmen,
came in their touring car as far as from New fork , the fourth a Maine cently.
OTTER POND CAMPS
soon ag anything had been ordered
AT'
accompanied by woman (your humble correspondent) each of the four thought of something
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish Haines Landing,
and hunting. Send for circular.
their friends Mr. and Mrs. W.
F one a famous teacher, who lias trav-| e]se they wanted. They even ordered
J o h n C J a r v i l l e ’ s G a m p s ing
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop.,
Wilkinson of Salem, Mass., who were elled much., who, with the others en-| their drinks one at a time. They
Caratunk, Me.
*
at S p rin g L a k e
„ Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
joined by J. C. Brown and sister Misu joyed the scenery en route the hills,1 often stopped feasting to watch the
are most charmingly situated on the shores o f
brooks by waiter running back and forward,
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds, PIERCE POND CAMPS will be run during hunt Lucy Brown, Mrs. M. G. Delano and valleys, woods, with the
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, ing season by Mrs. C. A. Spalding and daughter. son F. W. Delano of Salem, Mass.,
the wayside and all enthusiastically When the dinner was over the host
No better place in Maine for Deer, Bear and
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay feverand malaria Birds. Low rates as possible. For particulars and. there has been something doing admired.
The day a perfect
one £ave the waiter a bill v,ith the num~
Address, Mrs. C. A. Spalding,
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
ever since they reached the island. rnade a perfect picture to a lover of! ber “ 5” 011 l t “ You have done grand’’‘
Caratunk, Maine
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
One day with Mr. Toothaker they nature.
The day will be long re-1 he said’
was, a p.le,aS" re t0
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
1 suppose you are looking for some good Deer went up to Tumble Inn, where they membered with, much pleasure as we ' ° u
V
e
„
1?1 " waiter
^ntPrY'ink'thft
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms and Bear hunting. In 1912 I had 26 hunters at my
„ *
more like you.” ° I'rThe
took the
broiled went to the noted Rangeley
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
camps. Some 50 deer were taken, also bear. Ii* had an out-of-doors feast,
Lake bn> to the ^ shier t0 get it changed.
JOHN CARVILLE, Flagstaff. Me.
1913 35 hunters took some 60 deer and bear. Tnt chicken, steak and all the good things region.
The party registered
hunting grounds are handy to camp and «re
The cashier looked it over. ‘How’ll'
pleisant woods to hunt in. The camps are handy that go with it and one evening they lh e Elmwood, Phillips., where a good you have it? In shamrocks or shillar
JI/V\ POND G A M P S
to the railroau station, being only 15 minutes’ gave a banquet at the winter camp,
dinner was served and also supper ai lahs?” he asked, pointing to the in
walk.
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
R. K. W ALKER. Prop..
where they served lobsters, clams, ti e Exchange at Farmington on the! scription, which read:
Mackamp, Maine
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
etc., after which they had a social return home, both places meeting thei
“ It is hereby certified that the Irish
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
dance in the dining room. This morn wants of a hungry party.
republic is indebted to the bearer, $5,
for booklet.
ing they all left fo-r home,
those
Truly these fine autumn days are I redeemable six months after the aoM. M. GREEN & BROS.,
who went by auto going
through uelignaul tor a ride in tne country. 1 \nowledgment of the independence of
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.
Best o f Fly Fishing for Square Tail TrouC Dixville Notch and White Mountains,
______________ _
the irisfi nation at the treasury of the
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large
Irish republic, March 17, 1861.”
Togue Private log Cabins neatly furnished for the others taking a trip via
Middle
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry prolucts from Camp Farm Dam and Umbagog Lake to Bethel
Send for Booklet
W. H. BEAN, Proprietor, and from there home.
Long Unconquerable.
“ W e have UTILIZES THE FENDER SPACE
Gerard, Somerset County. Maine.
-----------The ancient Berbers who still llve^
had such a good time you will see
■aXq poo3 aietu sum . ,,‘jnaA jxau en Invention of Great Value to Automo in the mountain territory of Kabylia.
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
bile Users Who Contemplate
■were never conquered by Roman,
Miss Mae Hassett and Miss Lelia
T rip s of Any Length.
Goth,Vandal, Arab or Turk. They made
Portland,
Maine
Will open for hunting Oct. 1. Camp situated B.. Saunders of Rumford were guests
-----I their first obeisance before the fireThoroughly first class. The hotel for on north shore of Flagstaff lake. No buckboard of Mrs. Toothaker over Labor Day.
The Cole fender trunk is one of the ,arms of the French under the second
motor boat to cross lake. Best o f DEER and
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport* ing,
■ Dancing in the big parlor to the latest devices for economizing space empire. Through all these millenniums
BIRD hunting. Telephone in camp.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
music of the victrola is now one of on an automobile. The trunk utilizes they have lived in their populous vilWrite to A. P. WING"
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
the evening pastimes.
Flagstaff, Maine.
fender space otherwise not occupied lages perched high on the tops of
Pete Lufkin, who for six weeks and Is not in the way of side doors, steep bills. Around them in all diing ua to serve only fresh vegetables,
has been guiding Miss Elizabeth The exterior is built dust and water ;rections is a zone of trees, with pasmeats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
Reese and Miss M. G.
Wells of proof and access to it is had at the ture above, beginning at about^hre*
'thousand feet, and the oft-con^ered
Orange, N. J., is taking the young side.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
The trunk contains two suit cases jOpen valleys below. Here for unknown
Jady:e for trips all over this part of
AN D LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
the country.
They have followed and at the bottom is considerable ex- ages the Berber has lived among and
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
i from his trees.
There are four sta
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
the mountain trails, taken
motor
ples
of
life
in
Kabylia—dried
figs,
trips up the Cupsuptic and canoed
DEAD RIVER REGION
'olives, bread and meat
For miles
it to “ Camp Pious,” caught trout on
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
there is one unending succession of
the fly, seen deer feeding on
the
villages set In this open forest o f-fig*
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
shore, and they are
anxious for
and olives.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
Pete to take them where a bear is
section .Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
taking a nap in the sunshine. Miss
(Special Correspondence.)
F ath er of the Dreadnaught.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
who
To the late Cuniberti, major general
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsupti Ethel Giffin of Orange-, N. J.,
OUANANICHE LODGE.
Lake, Sept. 12.—There are autumn has been a guest of Miss Reese for/ tra space. It is made for both the right of the Italian naval engineering stafT,
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co.. Me.
week, and left sides of the car so that the is due the credit of having suggested
whatever a month returned home this
W orld wide known for its famous fishing, pictures to be seen, look
also Mr. and /Mrs. Frank M. Bel den tourist can carry two, one on each side the modern dreadnaught. It was he,
yacation and hunting country.
way
yon
will
from
this
island.
Over
N orw a y Pines Honse and Camps, Dobsis Lake
also, who suggested the modern type
of his car.—Popular Electricity.
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good on the side of Deer Mountain
the of Brooklyn, N. Y.
of scout, and he was one of the first
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Washburn
trees
are
turning
scarlet
and
gold,
machines. From there one can takesteam ei tc
to study the question of the applica
of
Newton,
Mass.,
are
as
happy
in
any part o f the laxe territory. T he best hunt Jack Frist lias nipped some
But Then She Knows.
of the
tion of liquid fuel to marine boilers.
m g, fishing and vacation section of beautifu
Lakeview
Camp
as
when
they
came
A woman never realizes how dis
W ashington Co. Address for particulars W . G. flowers just to announce he is comR OSE. Manager. Princeton, Me.. Dec, 1st to
Mr. Wasliturn still re agreeable a malady the grip is until It was his influence which led to the
ign later, but the city people ling weeks ago.
April 1st.
adoption of this fuel in the Italian tor
her husband gets it.— Detroit Free pedo boat service.
er and even this late in the season ports “ fly fishing good.”
RANGELEY LAKES
Last Saturday evening at
the Frern
most of the camips are taken.
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write
Little Brown House on the Trail,”
fo r free circular.
H. B. Powell, the Philadelphia the lust party of the season occur
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
lawyer and family, who, since the
red, when Misses Lelia Saunders.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
first of July lmve been
h/appy in
Mae Hassett, Flora Kennedy, Susie
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine.
hsiiing begins about June 1. Send for circular. ^>Uins6 t C a m p , regretfully
housed Stewart, Mildred Keene, Alice and
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., their motor boat
for the winter, Ethel Hodsdon, Messrs. T. O. Rogers,
Upper Dam, Maine.
packed their trunks and on Friday
W. U. Toothaker, C. A. Hoar., H. H.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
started homeward), planning to come Lermond, E. J. Kelley and Philip
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
in all
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, another year, for they think
Perry, had waffles and cocoa
and
best trout fishing in Maine.
the
land
this
is
the
place
for
them.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
danced until midnight and then came
In the office is posted the receipt home by moonlight.
CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the from the American National Red
This, the Pleasant Island postof
tu-is to plan your 1914 w«aug Why Cross Society for the gift that Miss
fice will be open until October 15,
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods? Isabella McDonald collected
here, and have a daily mail.
Look|around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Camps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, and she wishes to thank those who
The big garden on the main land
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins! so kindly contributed for the fund.
is so well sheltered by the woods
Rai.es reasonable. Write for booklet.
Even here in the quiet of
the the “ garden sass” has not yet been Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
OUl OHADOIJRNE. Prop.,
Bingham, Maine
Maine forest all wait and watch for hurt by the September frost.
the daily mails that bring the latest
Letters are now being
received mock or something else you don’t want.
war news, and prayers are offered from different parties who are plan
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled that peace may soon come.
ning a hunting trip this autumn and
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
The sound of the motor boat com if the deer that are daily seen don’t
June. September, October and Novem
ber—W'rite foj^Booklet.
ing in from the early fishing
and dodge the bullets there will be goed
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
some one calling “ what luck?’’ and reports from the hunters.
Pleasant Island.
MninH the answer I heard, “ This was just
We have sold things for others, and we can do the
we
The Diference.
RANGBLE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE the morning for fly fishing and
have five trout for our breakfast,”
On Rangeley Lake.
When a woman winds a towel same for you.
Rates one cent a word in advance.
T horoughly modern. On direct automobile tells that the September fly fishing around her head, and calls lor a buck
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House is good.
et of water, it means the beginning of
July 1 to Oct.
Address, Classified Department,
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
Out on the dock,one of the guides a big day, but when a man winds a
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
towel
around
his
head,
and
calls
for
is dressing three ducks that the
M AINE WOODS,
Raugeley, Maine.
water, it means the end of a big night.
Craig party shot last night.
*—Atlanta Constitution.

Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps

DELIGHTFUL TRIP
TO THE RANGELEYS
Many Old Guests Will Return
For Next Season.

Are You Going Hunting?
THE

EXACT

COST

YORK C A M P S ,
J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

F I S H I N G

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS

W E S T END
HO TEL

Hunting at AI Wing’s Camps

“ THE JOLLY EIGHT”
LEAVE FOR HOME

Young Ladies Having Fine Trips
With Pete Lufkin as Guide

BIG RESULTS
FR O M SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

Someone else is sure to want it

Phillips, Maine

